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Summary 
 

This document represents the results of approximately 4 weeks of work in reviewing and 
evaluating the proposed DCP LP terminal and tank in Searsport.  The work was performed 
by a person with the appropriate professional background to conduct such a review.   
Numerous documents pertaining to the project were carefully read.  Discussions were had 
with persons informed on the many aspects of this type of project, within and beyond the 
State of Maine.  The major findings of this review are: 
 

 The purported tax assessment value of the project is much higher than the assessed 
value of similar facilities in other states;  

 
 Residential and Commercially zoned properties within 2 miles of the tank comprise 

almost half of the Town’s entire taxable assessed valuation.  Therefore, any 
development that reduces residential and commercial property values in this part of 
Town should be of utmost concern; 

 
 The project will result in negative impacts on the value of nearby properties; 
 
 There will be direct costs to the Town not previously budgeted for hosting this 

facility; 
 
 As a result of these four facts, Searsport’s mil rate will not drop to the favorable 

levels predicted in previous economic assessments of the project, but may in fact 
increase; 

 
 Of the 18 Performance Standards the Planning Board uses in its review, the project 

passes four, fails four or five, and further information is needed for the remaining 
nine or ten (see summary table); 

 
 This document presents several conditions to be met under General Provisions, 

including construction monitoring and a sinking fund for decommissioning/self 
insurance;  

 
 The project would not be a simple, incremental addition to Searsport’s industrial base.  

Rather, it would be a “watershed event” leading to a radical change in the character of 
Searsport; 

 
 The Planning Board should continue its slow and careful deliberations on this project 

and not rush to judgment. 
 



Table 3 
Summary of Performance Standards Review 

 
 
 
 

 
Standard 

 
Pass 

 
Fail 

More 
information/ 
conditions 

needed 
Standard 1 -   Preserve and Enhance the Landscape  X  
Standard 2 -   Relationship of Proposed Buildings to Environment  X  
Standard 3 -   Vehicle Access   X 
Standard 4 -   Parking and Circulation   X 
Standard 5 -   Surface Water Drainage   X 
Standard 6 -   Existing Utilities   X 
Standard 7 -   Advertising Features   X 
Standard 8 -   Special Features of the Development    X 
Standard 9 -   Exterior Lighting   X 
Standard 10 - Emergency Vehicle Access* X   
Standard 11 - Municipal Services  X  
Standard 12 - Water Pollution X   
Standard 13 - On-site Water Supply   X 
Standard 14 - Soil Erosion X   
Standard 15 - Septage Disposal X   
Standard 16 - Adverse Effects  X  
Standard 17 - Financial Capacity   X 
Standard 18 - Air Quality **   X  

* additional costs to the Town  **intermittent failure possible 
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Introduction 
 
I drive through Searsport just about every week.  I first became aware of the tank proposal through 
the protest signs lining Route 1.  I’ve been an outside observer of various goings-on in Searsport 
since 1972.  Searsport has certainly seen more than its share of ultimately-terminated energy 
development projects as well as other large scale industrial development ideas that never 
materialized.  It must be frustrating, both for proponents and opponents of each project in turn.   
 
Who am I?  A retiree and a resident of Penobscot Bay.  I comfortably divide my time between Cape 
Rosier and Portland.  I don’t “have a dog in this fight.”  However, I have a background that makes me 
somewhat uniquely qualified to evaluate this proposed project. 
 
In the 1970’s, I worked in the Maine State Planning Office, first in the coastal zone management 
program, organizing “public participation.”  Then, I was chief of staff to the Governor’s Economic 
Advisory Committee, the Governor’s Energy Task Force, and the Governor’s Technology 
Development Committee. Then, I became Maine’s second Director of the Office of Energy 
Resources, a cabinet position under Governor Longley, taking over the office during the Arab Oil 
Embargo.  Then I was lured away to the private sector, where I spent the next 20 years managing 
energy and environmental projects for large cities, private corporations, and various federal agencies.  
Some of the most interesting work I did, and which is relevant here, was to prepare “due diligence” 
assessments of major projects for bond underwriters.  By major projects, I mean those with 
construction costs in the hundreds of millions of dollars, and expected operating lives of over 20 
years.  This work involved directing teams of engineers, environmental permit experts, energy 
analysts, economists and others.  Our job was to go over projects with a “fine-tooth comb”, to see if 
the project could meet its bond obligations over the expected life of the project.  Every once in a 
while, we had to tell our clients (the bond underwriters) that the project was a dud.  Usually, we were 
able to help the developer remedy deficiencies sufficiently so that the project could go forward.  And, 
crucially, usually the project was one for which there was a clear public need or benefit.   
 
I am no stranger to the public input process.  I have been a planning board chairman, (in Poland, 
Maine) and steered the town through its first Comprehensive Plan and Shoreland Zoning Ordinance.  
I have been in public hearings where things were so hot that police escorts were required, starting 
with the hearings I held on the proposed Eastport oil refinery and continuing through various hearings 
in Detroit and other big cities.  The most successful projects I encountered were the ones where the 
municipality was of one mind, where the project met a real need, was well thought out, and had the 
solid support of the Town.  That this is not the case in Searsport is obvious, and I will have more to 
say about that later. 
 
So, with this background, how did I approach my review of this project, and what were my findings, 
specifically related to the Performance Standards which the Planning Board will use to judge the 
project? 
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Method 
 
First, of course, was a review of the documents.  I sat in the Searsport town office for days, reading 
just about everything available, and making copies of some items for later study.  The Town Office 
staff was uniformly gracious, friendly and helpful.  I did not discuss with them the substance of what 
I was doing, nor did they ask.    
 
I carefully reviewed the following documents pertaining specifically to this project: 

 Corps of Engineers Environmental Assessment 
 Coast Guard Letter of Recommendation 
 DEP’s Department Order dated Sept. 2011 
 Two economic studies (by Colgan for DCP, and Fannon for the Planning Board ) 

 
I also attended the public hearings in Searsport, and reviewed the written information submitted at 
them.  I boned up on BLEVE’s,  and investigated some other comparable facilities (of which there 
are not many) for their size, siting characteristics and tax-assessed values.  I also had discussions 
about the propane and natural gas market with a knowledgeable energy analyst in the investment 
sector as well as people in the industry within and outside of Maine.  I reviewed the National Fire 
Protection Standard # 58 (NFPS #58), governing liquid propane.  I reviewed EPA’s 2009 Risk 
Management Program Guidance for Propane Storage Facilities (40 CFR Part 68.)  I looked at your 
technical consultant Neal Frangesh’s credentials as presented on his website, and at his temporary 
conflict-of-interest avoidance statement.  I read the entire State of Maine Energy Assurance and 
Emergency Management Plan 2011 (“State  Energy Plan”).  I briefly investigated shale deposits as a 
source of natural gas for potential export through this facility, as has been suggested by some.  I even 
looked at propane gel as a fracking material.  I had discussions with knowledgeable geologists about 
the underlying fault, and whether it posed a seismic risk to the tank.  I read the Comprehensive Plan. 
 
Crucially, I did an independent analysis of two aspects of the economic studies which heretofore have 
been inadequately addressed in my opinion: the impacts of this project on specific property tax values 
in what I am calling the Zone of Concern, i.e. within two miles of the tank, and the tax value of the 
facility to Searsport.  The two economic studies did no field work studying the property in Searsport 
that will be most affected by the project, and in addition, neither study made any attempt to challenge 
(or even field-check) DCP’s assertion of a $50 M tax value. 
 
Finally, I had a discussion about Searsport in general, and this project in particular, with a successful 
New England commercial and industrial real estate developer with 30 years’ experience on projects 
totaling over 2 billion dollars in value.  I happen to be married to this person. 
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Findings 
 

Because it is probably of paramount interest to the planning board, I will first deal with the 
performance standards which the planning board has indicated will be its sole criteria in its approval 
process.  I believe it has become quite clear that these criteria are insufficient to address a project like 
this, with significant implications for the region and the state.  However, these standards, although 
they are inadequate in scope, are what the planning board apparently feels it must use from a legal 
standpoint.  My recommendations in this regard are twofold:  
 

(1) The Planning Board should not rush to judgment, even at this late date with the developer 
breathing down its neck, but continue with its careful deliberations.  This project could 
fundamentally and forever change the character of Searsport.  It is absolutely worth all the 
time it may take to come to a good decision.  

 
(2) Even though it will most likely not affect the current decision process, the Planning Board 

could use this experience to demand that there be the necessary policy changes at the State 
and Federal level so that major petroleum-based facilities of any type be subjected to a review 
similar to what we used to call “certification of public convenience and necessity”.  I will 
have a little more to say about this in a later section of this report. 

 
SECTION VI - PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
 

1. Preserve and Enhance the Landscape: The landscape shall be preserved in its natural state insofar 
as is practicable by minimizing tree removal, disturbance of soil, and by retaining existing vegetation 
during construction. After construction is completed, landscaping shall be designed and planted that 
will define, soften or screen the appearance of off-street parking areas from public walks, public 
rights-of-way, and abutting properties and/or structures, in order to enhance the physical design of 
the building(s) or site, and to minimize the encroachment of the proposed use on neighboring lands 
and uses. For commercial and industrial subdivisions, due consideration shall also be given the 
location of building(s), parking areas and other structures, within those areas of the property to be 
subdivided, that are most suitable for such uses. Areas deemed unsuitable for development, or 
possessing important natural or scenic values shall be maintained in a natural condition.  In this 
regard, particular consideration shall be given Shoreland and marine resources. 
 
The “escape clause” here is contained in the words “insofar as is practicable”.  Of course, any 
developer can claim that it is not practicable to do anything other than what it plans to do.  In this 
case, because of the size of the LP tank and the limitations of the currently proposed site, it is not 
even possible to cram the entire project into the industrial zone, but instead it must spill over some of 
its essential functions into the commercial zone as well as take advantage of land owned by others, 
through its reliance on a long pipeline route, which has been modified from the original proposal so 
that it runs through the middle of the existing tank farm.  Anyone who is remotely familiar with a 20- 
foot tree buffer, even a densely planted one, knows that there is no way on earth that this tank’s 
appearance can be adequately “screened or softened.”  The Corps of Engineers recognizes this fact in 
the following statement: “(the) “upper portion of the tank will remain visible from some viewpoints 
regardless. Fencing, tree planting, or other mitigation measures will do nothing to address this.”   
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If the site were different, for example if the tank were located next to the offloading pier and 
surrounded by compatible land uses (as is the case in some other LPG facilities, e.g Tampa, 
Providence) given the topography of the area it might be possible to at least partially meet this 
standard.  One is tempted to ask, why hasn’t DCP succeeded in striking a deal with Sprague or Irving, 
to trade some property, thus avoid the long, expensive, and potentially dangerous pipeline, and 
provide less visibility from “that scenic coastal route that the tourists use?”  It is not unreasonable for 
Searsport to be asking this question, and Searsport should not settle for an undocumented answer.  It 
appears that the Corps did try to address the issue of alternative siting (as it is required to do), but 
accepted the developer’s assertion that no alternatives were acceptable.  
 
We read in the Corps report (section on cumulative impacts) that the industrial zone encompasses 260 
acres on Mack Point, 79% of which is either developed or “otherwise unavailable” (whatever that 
may mean.)  Of the 21% that remains potentially available for industrial development, the DCP 
project as currently configured will use 9%, leaving 12% potentially available.  Of particular interest 
is the fact that there are 16 empty acres plus 6 acres within the Sprague fence line deemed not 
“logistically practicable” because: a rail line re-routing would be needed; there is an overhead utility 
line; and Sprague is said to be “unwilling” to tear down any of their tanks or sell other land.  (What 
price was offered?  How much could be saved in pipeline costs if the tank were closer to the 
unloading berth?  Could two smaller tanks be fit on the land parcels closer to the dock?)  
 
Regarding “the encroachment of the proposed use on neighboring lands and uses”, what greater 
evidence of “encroachment” could there possibly be, than the fact that an established neighboring 
business employing approximately 40 people will be put out of business by the tank? 
 
The Comprehensive Plan says that permitted uses in the Industrial district are “light industry, 
manufacturing, warehousing, storage, wholesaling, and similar uses of equivalent impact.”  This 
Standard was clearly developed with the traditional, light industrial park in mind, not a giant tank of 
propane sitting within a stone’s throw of Route 1, which the Corps recognizes as heavily used by 
local, commercial, and tourist traffic.  Regarding tourism, the Corps states: “"Unless Searsport makes 
a conscious effort to advertise the presence of the LPG tank it is questionable whether the through 
tourists will even notice or be affected." I take strong exception to this demeaning and incorrect 
statement.  Also, what about the tourists who would otherwise choose to stay in Searsport?  
 
In summary, the project as currently configured cannot meet Performance Standard #1. 
 
2.  Relationship of Proposed Buildings to Environment: Proposed building(s) or structure(s) shall be 

related harmoniously with the surrounding terrain and to existing buildings within the vicinity 
which have a visual relationship to the proposed building(s) or structure(s). Special attention shall 
be paid to the bulk, location, height, and siding of the building(s) or structure(s) and to such 
natural features as slope, soil type, drainage ways, and important wildlife habitats. 

 
Clearly, this standard never contemplated the visual relationship of a “giant industrial marshmallow” 
to the existing surrounding terrain or to the existing nearby buildings, all of which are of modest scale 
and traditional in appearance, in some cases of historic character.  A huge, stark-white tank simply 
cannot be made to “relate harmoniously” to these features.  In my opinion, the pictures from the  
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visual impact study were intentionally biased, at least the ones I saw at the hearings and in the files.  
They showed a white tank with its head in the midst of white clouds, but a gray tank when the 
background sky was blue-ish, making the tank virtually invisible in both instances.  (The tank cannot 
be painted any color other than stark white, to efficiently maintain refrigeration.) There was no 
picture of the flare.  There was no nighttime simulation as seen from visual vantage points.  One 
picture from across the road shows a red building (the Sundog Solar Store?) prominently in the 
foreground, which almost completely screens the street view of Angler’s and Bait’s. I have done my 
own rough sketch of the tank using a photo from a similar vantage point, although further away so the 
red building does not dominate the foreground, allowing you to see the tank in relation to the modest 
scale of the restaurant and motel.   My method in creating this sketch was crude – the tank could be 
wider, taller, shorter, narrower, and shifted to the right or left, but I honestly believe it gives a better 
idea of what you will see than the “visual simulations.” 
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The DEP Order states that many letters of concern about visual impacts were received.  However, the 
DEP went ahead and accepted DCP’s visual analysis anyway, deeming the Total Visual Impact 
Severity  “moderate” and the Visual Impact of Development  “acceptable.”  “The Department finds 
that the proposed project will not have an unreasonable adverse effect on the scenic character of the 
surrounding area.”  In making its determination, the Corps cites a singularly flawed analysis (Colgan) 
that attempts to draw a parallel between Searsport and the urban landscape of Portland, as well as the 
Dragon Cement plant in Thomaston (ignoring the fact that the cement plant is surrounded by a very 
large industrial wasteland as well as undeveloped land, with the nearest tourist attraction at 0.6 miles 
and lodging at 1.2 miles.)  Both economic studies incorrectly imply that the Searsport tank will blend 
into the industrial landscape of the existing tank farm and chemical plant.  No acknowledgement is 
made of the fact that one has to go out of one’s way to see those other industries (Sprague and GAC); 
they are not visible from Route 1.  This tank will not be visually adjacent to any other tank, or to the 
GAC chemical plant across the cove.  It’s just not in the same viewshed. 
 
Despite efforts to make visual assessments “quantifiable and objective”, they are essentially 
subjective and psychological in nature.  None of the visual assessments take into account the 
psychological  aspects of having what people recognize as a potentially explosive fuel stored in plain 
view and close to a heavily used tourist road.  Fannon presents this argument concisely: “Perceptions 
in the marketplace may be as important as the reality…”  Would a “quantifiable and objective” visual 
assessment be different for a 12-storey, stark-white office building?  Probably not.  Would such a 
project be viewed with the same sense of trepidation by residents and tourists alike?  Absolutely not – 
the sight of a fuel storage tank has a far greater negative psychological impact, and will affect the 
willingness of tourists and prospective residents to spend their money in Searsport. 
 
It is worth noting that this Standard does not contain the “escape clause” wording, but is an absolute 
standard. 
 
In summary, the project at its currently proposed location cannot meet Performance Standard #2. 
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3.  Vehicle Access: The proposed site layout shall provide for safe access and egress from existing or 
proposed public and private roads. The layout shall indicate the location(s), number(s), and any on-
site control(s) of these access/egress points, as well as any turning lanes and traffic signs or signals 
when required by existing or projected traffic flow on the existing or proposed public and private 
roads. 
 
The developer claims that the DOT has blessed its access and egress plan.  However, the state DOT 
has an interest, some might say a conflict of interest, in this project, as the owner of over $10M in 
local property on which it pays no taxes (or even any “pilot” i.e. payments in lieu of taxes) and with a 
long history of promoting almost any kind of development in Searsport and on Sears Island.  
Searsport probably can’t kick the State DOT out of town and manage its own island, but a DOT with 
Searsport’s interests at heart could do more to ease the pain of its presence1.  I’m not as concerned 
about the traffic going north to Bangor as I am about the traffic coming from, and going towards, the 
center of Searsport: particularly exiting the facility and going south fully loaded.   I think there should 
be a traffic light governing the intersection(s).  Most accidents will occur as a result of turning.  A 
tanker truck turning left, either coming from the north or going to the south, presents a big, broad, 
and hazardous target for oncoming traffic. 
 
In summary, the project may, or may not, fail Performance Standard #3.  More information is needed 
from an unbiased source. 
 
4. Parking and Circulation: The layout and design of all means of vehicular and pedestrian 

circulation, including walkways, interior drives and parking areas shall provide for safe general 
interior circulation, separation of pedestrian and vehicular traffic, service traffic, loading areas, 
and arrangement and use of parking areas. 

 
In the documents I reviewed, I did not see an adequate description of queuing potential.  DCP says it 
will try to mitigate this problem by scheduling.  This will be especially difficult during peak times in 
the winter, when there could be tanker trucks arriving more frequently than every 20 minutes and 
with a truck loading time of about 20 minutes.  There is additional time needed simply for 
maneuvering the tanker trucks to and from the loading apparatus safely.  Gating the facility against 
unwanted traffic will be extremely important.  Automatic gates tend to open and close slowly and 
deliberately, for good reason. While the trucks will be in a queue, their engines will be idling, 
contributing to noise and air pollution. Where is the queue going to be, and how many trucks will be 
maximally involved? 
 

                                                
1 And it may be in the process of doing just that.  "The DOT is currently studying Route 1 improvements along a 1.83 
mile beginning at Station Road and extending south.  The improvements include reconstruction and modernization, 
drainage improvements, sidewalk rehabilitation and reconstruction, accommodations for bicycles and on-street parking, 
intersection improvements, pedestrian crosswalks, elimination or reduction of driveway openings, overhead utility 
relocations, and ancillary streetscape amenities to improve safety and traffic flow, minimize future maintenance costs, 
and enhance the Searsport section of the Route 1 corridor.  These actions are part of a downtown revitalization that will 
benefit all properties, including historic, recognizing that Route 1 still remains part of the National Highway System and 
Maine's Heavy Haul Truck Network."  Of course the devil is in the details, and the Planning Board needs to be the 
decision maker on this.  How long with the (summer) construction period be, with what disruption to local business?   
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The developer claims that it can meet Performance Standard 4.  During normal operations, this may 
be the case.  However, it is worth noting that a collision at any time (not only during ship unloading) 
between any type of vehicle (or yard equipment) and the pipeline serving the tank could be 
disastrous. The pipeline will be above ground within the Sprague property.  In addition, we read in 
the Coast Guard report that the unloading arm will be portable and stored elsewhere “near the dock 
apron” when not in use. If the pipeline or the unloading arm were damaged, and inadequate repairs 
were made, future unloading could be unsafe.  Operating personnel within the Sprague and Irving 
tank farm will have to take as much care of the pipeline and unloading arm as if they were working 
for DCP.  Will they commit to this responsibility?    
 
NFPS # 58 says pipelines must be designed to avoid physical damage.  There is a requirement that all 
equipment be inspected before a vessel is unloaded.  But there is no required timing for this 
inspection.  I would think Searsport would want to require that the inspection occur twice before any 
particular ship is scheduled for unloading:  once with sufficient lead time to repair any conceivable 
damage, and again immediately before transfer begins as required in NFPS #58. 
 
The Standard Operating Procedures Manual needs to address specifically the measures that will be 
taken to protect the pipeline (and the unloading arm) at all times, not just during ship unloading.  
Here the Planning Board is faced with one of several “Catch-22’s” that hinder its review:  an 
important document (the Standard Operating Procedures Manual), which the Planning Board should 
be able to review before coming to a decision, will not be prepared until after the Planning Board has 
approved the project.  The Planning Board could at least obtain and review copies of the SOPM’s 
from other DCP projects with the understanding that they would be modified to fit the Searsport 
situation.  
  
In summary, the project might be able to meet Performance Standard #4, at least barring accidents, 
provided that the SOPM specifications for pre-offloading inspection are as suggested above, and 
provided that there is some sort of mechanism for the Town to assure compliance. (see General 
Provision A, page 24).  More information is needed on queuing. 
 
5. Surface Water Drainage: Adequate provision shall be made for surface drainage so that the 

removal of surface waters will not adversely affect neighboring properties, downstream water 
quality, soil erosion, slope stability or public storm drainage systems. Whenever possible, on-site 
absorption of run-off surface waters shall be utilized as a means of minimizing discharge from the 
site and to retain the natural drainage patterns. 

 
The stormwater management system consists of underdrained soil filters, the construction of which is 
to be overseen by the design engineer.  I don’t know whether this meets the standards of NFPS #58, 
which requires that gravity drainage utilizing piping penetrations through or below impoundment 
dikes shall not be permitted. 
 
In NFPS #58 we read “The containment berm must be sized to allow for displacement due to snow 
accumulation, as well as all the liquid in a full tank.” Some models of climate change predict 
increasing amounts of snow for coastal Maine.  How much snow was planned for this facility?  
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Further, NFPS #58 says there needs to be a "sub-impoundment basin" big enough to hold a flow of 
liquid from a line rupture, a flange leak or a source other than container failure, sized for a flow 
lasting as long as it takes for emergency systems to detect the leak and stop the flow.  Where is the 
sub-impoundment basin?  What is its design? 
 
In summary, the project may or may not meet Performance Standard #5.  More information is 
needed. 
 
6.  Existing Utilities: The development shall not impose an unreasonable adverse effect on sewers, 

sanitary and storm drains, water lines or other public utilities. 
 
As has been noted, if the developer had not pledged to upgrade the Town water supply, the project 
would not have met this standard.  Has this pledge been formalized in a binding written contract? The 
adequacy of water flow and volume for fire fighting is still a question in my mind.  The facility will 
normally use about 1000 gallons per day and we read (in the Fannon report) that the upgrade will 
allow the fire department to pump “at least 2,400 gallons per minute.”  In some of the documents, a 
fire water storage tank is mentioned, with a diesel pump. Other documents imply that the upgraded 
Town water supply will be the sole source for fire-fighting.  In either case, is the water tank, or the 
connection to Town water, in a location that is unlikely to be compromised in the event of a fire?  
Has anyone looked at a worst-case scenario?  When does the fire water tank become empty and/or the 
Town water supply become inadequate?  I assume this subject will be adequately covered in the 
Good Harbor study, forthcoming. 
 
In summary, the project probably can meet Performance Standard #6 at least during normal 
operations, but I think the Planning Board needs more information about water supply for fire 
fighting.   
 
7.  Advertising Features: The size, location, design, lighting and materials for all exterior signs and 

outdoor advertising structure(s) or features shall not detract from the design of the proposed 
building(s) and structure(s) and the surrounding properties. 

 
Has anyone seen the exterior sign plan?  It should be easy for DCP to create a photo simulation of the 
actual signage to be used, under day and night conditions. Again, this Standard does not contain an 
“escape clause” and is absolute; “shall not detract from… the surrounding properties.” 
 
In summary, the project may or may not meet Performance Standard #7, although it should not be 
difficult to meet.  More information is needed.  
 
8.  Special Features of the Development: Exposed storage areas, exposed machinery installation, 

service areas, truck loading areas, utility buildings and similar structure(s) shall have sufficient 
setbacks and screening so as to provide an audio/visual buffer sufficient to minimize their 
unreasonable adverse effect on other land uses within the development area and surrounding 
properties, and on recreational uses of public waters. 

 
Again, note the escape clause: “minimize their unreasonable adverse effect.”  We have talked about 
the inadequacy of visual buffers in the discussion of Standards 1 and 2.  While this is not a quantified 
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standard, there are noise standards that apply to the project, within DEP regulation. There are two 
different time periods that should be considered: construction, and operations. 
 
Noise during construction. 
 
Apparently, with unfortunate consequence for neighboring tourism-dependent businesses, there is no 
dBA noise standard during construction. Construction noise is limited to 7 am to 7 pm (12 hours) or 
daylight hours, whichever is longer.   By the peak tourist season of July in Searsport, we have sunrise 
at about 5 am and sunset at about 8:20 pm for a 15 +1/2 hour day of noise and disruption, (declining 
to about 14 +3/4 hours by the end of July).  The  Corps report does not mention this.   If construction 
starts March 1, it will terminate September 1 the following year, meaning two tourist seasons will be 
affected.  This will seriously impact business at the Yardarm and any other tourism-dependent facility 
within the noise shed (or otherwise affected by construction dust, traffic etc.)  DCP has committed to 
meet nighttime construction noise standards should nighttime construction be required.  But we are 
not told what those noise standards are. Furthermore, during construction, a rock crusher may be 
used.  There is no discussion of the noise of rock crushing; just a DEP requirement that air quality 
must be in compliance. 
 
Noise during operations 
 
The DEP Order makes clear that the DCP must conduct a noise monitoring program during 
operations, and revise operations if found not in compliance with limits.  Just how effective would 
this be?  Will expensive building retrofitting actually be required?  Does the noise monitoring 
program include the various noises from trucks? “Searsport does not have quantifiable noise 
regulations” so DEP’s Chapter 375 (10) regulations apply. These are somewhat confusing regulations 
that depend on existing uses, existing zoning, and existing noise levels.  The Order states that an 
ambient noise monitoring program conducted by DCP (not by an independent agency) revealed that 
the area is not a “quiet area”, and therefore the noise level limit would be 60dBA at night.  This is 
said to be the “controlling standard” because the facility would be operating 24 hours per day.  Does 
this mean that the noise level limit would also be 60dBA during the day, or would it be 70?  The 
noise study “predicted” that the sound level at the nearest protected location during routine operation 
would be 59.6dBA (pretty darn close to 60.) What was this prediction based on?  We heard testimony 
from DCP at the hearings that their buildings would have to be designed  (future tense) to meet this 
standard, but they had not yet been designed (past tense).  So, how could such a precise prediction be 
made? 
 
The Corps of Engineers looked further into noise than DEP did.  Emergency backup diesel generators 
and the flare were not evaluated in the noise analyses submitted to DEP because they are considered 
to be emergency equipment and are not representative of routine operations.   The flare said to be low 
pressure and inaudible off site (but it will be visible from some vantage points, at 75 ft high with a 
flame typically 5 - 10 ft tall above that.)  The applicant says the flare would operate 500 hours per 
year in the worst case.  The applicant also says generators would be equipped with mufflers and 
would be in buildings, and truck traffic noise wouldn't be much greater than current and will occur 
mostly in winter.  (However it will be 24 hours per day.)  
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Power outages in Maine can be frequent and of relatively long duration, stretching into weeks.  
Climate change is bringing ever worse storms and power outages.  Are the backup generators 
sufficiently redundant so that they can cycle continuously for a long outage?  Are they in a "secure 
and fireproof" location?  Will their use violate noise and air pollution limits?  If I owned a nearby 
tourist lodging, I certainly would not want my customers hearing generators going constantly for 
many days. 
 
In summary, the project will definitely have an adverse effect due to noise during construction, and 
may or may not meet Performance Standard #8 during operations.  More information is needed. 
 
9.  Exterior Lighting: All exterior lighting shall be designed so as to minimize unreasonable adverse 

effect upon neighboring properties. 
 
The Site Plan Review Ordinance says an “Unreasonable Adverse Effect - Means any unreasonable 
risk to man, the environment, existing municipal services, Property values, natural resources, and 
historic areas, taking into account the economic, social and environmental costs and benefits with the 
project”.  It begs the question, what is a “reasonable” adverse effect?  If the owners of neighboring 
properties assert that the exterior lighting is having a highly negative effect on their homes or 
businesses, is that an “unreasonable adverse effect?”  What is the standard of proof? The developer 
says that lighting the facility at night will "only be in areas where people are working."  However, for 
security purposes, it would seem prudent to light the entire facility including the pipeline most of the 
time.  In fact, lighting is a requirement during ship unloading. NFPA # 58 says that if unloading 
occurs at night, illumination is required in the connection area, around control valves, storage 
containers, other equipment, walkways, firefighting and other emergency areas.  The ship will take 
from 36 to 48 hours to unload, which encompasses at least one and possibly two nights for each 
unloading.  What's the lighting plan during vessel unloading?  
 
In summary, the project may or may not meet Performance Standard #9.  More information is 
needed. 
 
10. Emergency Vehicle Access: Provisions shall be made for providing and maintaining convenient 

and safe emergency vehicle access to all buildings and structures at all times. 
 
It seems to me that the card-and-fencing system as described by DCP does not provide “convenient” 
emergency vehicle access “to all buildings and structures at all times”.  In fact, necessary security of 
the facility may actually preclude convenient access.  This “goes with the territory” of being a facility 
that stores a dangerous, flammable substance.  DCP personnel must be available at all times to open 
gates, etc., and in addition a few Town emergency personnel with access codes and other information 
must be available on-call at all times.  There is a cost to the Town of having this level of on-call 
responsiveness, which is not planned for in the municipal budget, even with the additional round-the-
clock police force.  For a moment, consider a scenario where the two DCP night operators are 
overcome by something (fumes, terrorists, sleep deprivation, whatever) and the facility is locked 
tight, as it must be for security purposes.  Somehow the police cruiser on regular patrol sees 
something suspicious.  Is his salary the only cost involved in investigating such a scenario?  Hardly.  
Might he be otherwise engaged, for example chasing a speeder, and miss noticing a legitimate 
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emergency?  Of course.   The Town must budget for 24 hour emergency coverage specifically for this 
tank, even if it’s only part of the job description of people who are already on the payroll. 
 
In summary, the project probably can meet Performance Standard #10, but there will be additional 
costs to the Town that are not yet reflected in the analysis. 
    
11. Municipal Services; The development will not have an unreasonable adverse effect on the 

municipal services, including municipal road systems, fire departments, police department, solid 
waste program, sewage treatment plant, schools, open spaces, recreational programs and 
facilities, and other municipal services and facilities. 

 
Again, what is a “reasonable” adverse effect?  There will be extra burdens placed on the emergency 
preparedness systems. In addition, consider this standard in the light of an accidental or intentional 
“event” as described by the Coast Guard. (I will only consider “events” that could occur while the 
ship is at the dock, which seems to me to be fully within the purview of the Planning Board, due to 
the fact that the effects would be felt within the Town.)  In the section on shore-side emergency 
response, the Coast Guard report notes that the fire departments, emergency response units and 
emergency management organizations located in close proximity do NOT have the appropriate 
training and equipment “necessary to launch an initial response capability to an LPG fire and/or 
related medical emergency.”  What would be required to remedy this deficiency and what is the cost? 
 
Because of the volume of hazardous material being stored, the federal EPA requires a Risk 
Management Program (RMP), which must be provided to EPA for review and comment and to local 
and state authorities and the public at least 45 days before facility startup... which is way too late to 
be of any use to the Planning Board in its deliberations.  This is another of several “Catch-22’s” 
involved in this project: the Planning Board can’t find out the information it needs to make a 
decision, until it has already made a decision in the affirmative.  This kind of manipulation of local 
control should be resisted by the Board at every opportunity.  Searsport, not the EPA, bears the 
burden if something goes wrong. The first page from DCP’s RMP for Chesapeake is found on page 
39. The Planning Board should be able to review a complete submittal “in form” subject to adaptation 
to the particulars of this project.  Please note the highlighted words at the bottom of page 39, as well 
as brief descriptions of local fire fighting capabilities found on the aerial photos.   
 
It is clear that there can be disasters at this facility.  The most probable, in my opinion, are accidents 
involving tanker trucks either at the terminal or on the road, followed by out-of-control situations 
involving the offloading process and pipeline, and intentional attacks by unbalanced individuals.  I’m 
sure the Good Harbor study will address this subject in detail. 
 
Emergency management in Maine is (or at some point in the future will be) “coordinated” by 16 
Emergency Management Agencies, with directors appointed by the County Commissioners and 
funded in part by the County and federal funds provided through the Maine Emergency Management 
Agency.  In the event of a disaster extending beyond the normal mutual aid boundaries, these county 
agencies will supposedly deal with civil emergency preparedness, terrorism, hazardous materials and 
“Community Right to Know Programming” (whatever that means.)  In other states, counties have far 
greater responsibilities and capabilities than they do in Maine.  Emergency response includes public 
information, and the State Energy Plan contains a list of guidelines, including, “use the  
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National level information available from DOE to describe what external forces, such as international 
markets, shipping, transportation, accidents, or weather are affecting the state’s energy situation.”  (It 
is worth noting that this list of “external forces” provides a good laundry list of external forces that 
could affect the DCP operation.)  
 
Further the State Energy Plan states clearly that “successful disaster recovery operations occur before 
the event and not during and after the event.”  What is being done in Searsport to address all potential 
disaster scenarios and prepare for them?   
 
Furthermore, are any of Searsport’s critical services going to become dependent on the tank as an 
important source of energy?  Critical services would include emergency services; the water and sewer 
system; medical, school and daycare/senior care facilities; hotels/motels; food service and processing; 
any industries handling hazardous materials.  If any of these facilities get their primary energy from 
the tank in the future, it would probably be prudent for them to develop alternative plans in the event 
of a sudden or prolonged failure of the tank to supply their needs.  A better future energy plan for 
these facilities could be to maximize conservation and renewable energy, followed by natural gas 
from the Bangor Gas pipeline when it becomes available (see “Propane Markets”, page 27) reserving 
propane for backup electricity generation.  
 
The big propane supply disruption of 2007 resulted in calls for better state-level information on 
propane supplies, but so far, apparently, this is still in the development phase, along with a very 
elaborate (and so far unimplemented) “energy supply disruption tracking system” which “will begin 
resembling a military command and communication system.”   One wonders just how the good 
citizens of Searsport and the transiting summer tourists will react to a road blockade and checkpoint 
on Route 1 because of a terrorist threat.    
 
For all LNG projects, FERC (the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission) requires a cost sharing 
plan to address overtime costs, capital costs of emergency management equipment (patrol boats, 
firefighting) and annual training costs.  However, even though the hazard characteristics of LPG and 
LNG are not markedly different, there is no mandatory cost sharing in the case of LPG. The Corps 
says it will need to consider risk reduction measures further “in joint collaboration with the State of 
Maine”.  Who in the state?  Such measures were not considered in the state’s DEP permit. 
 
There will be a considerable burden on the public safety system, which is not adequately described or 
compensated.   Here, we note the research done by a member of the public on the safety record of 
DCP.   Surprisingly, such research was not done for the Corps of Engineers permit.  DCP may not 
have a particularly bad record within its industry, but liquid propane is inherently unsafe, and there is 
a probability (not just a possibility) that at some point there will be an accident beyond the ability or 
reach of Searsport’s emergency management system.  In just one of the more likely examples, LP 
tank trucks will be traveling over state roads through many communities.  A major accident involving 
an LP truck could happen anywhere on route.   Searsport relies on mutual aid agreements with many 
other towns, and will be called upon if such an event occurs anywhere in the region. 
 
During the public hearing, I heard a startling statement from a DCP representative.  To paraphrase, he 
said that since the Searsport industrial zone allows a "bulk fuel storage facility", the "issue of safety 
has already been answered!"  But, as we know, the existing bulk fuel currently being stored is not a 
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vast quantity of liquid propane in a cryogenic storage tank accessed by a long pipeline through the 
middle of a tank farm.   
 
At the hearings, DCP was asked if it would agree in writing to taking responsibility for all liabilities 
if an accident were to occur involving its operations.  DCP said it would discuss this further with the 
Planning Board.  Also, DCP was asked if it would provide its insurance policies to the Planning 
Board, with Searsport as an additional named insured.  DCP said it would provide only examples of 
insurance policies, acceptance of liability documentation, and a remediation performance bond. 
 
During normal, accident-free operation, the unreasonable negative effect on the municipal services 
mentioned in the Standard lies in the costs of getting the Town’s various emergency services 
upgraded.  If DCP does not pay for this upgrade, then there would be an unreasonable negative effect 
on the Town budget.  However, if there is an accident, all bets are off.  This is why approval must be 
conditioned on appropriate insurance and full acceptance of liability by DCP’s parent company.  (See 
General Provision B, page 25.)  In addition, Searsport should institute some sort of program of 
regular inspection and compliance monitoring in addition to that required by the EPA RMP.  This 
will be a cost to the town, but a worthwhile safety measure. 
 
In summary, because of the undefined and uncompensated costs to the Town for upgrading its 
emergency preparedness systems, the project currently fails Performance Standard #11.  If there is an 
accident, this Standard could be failed in a major and spectacular way, but it’s impossible to know in 
advance. 
 
12. Water Pollution: Adequate provision shall be made to prevent an unreasonable adverse effect 
upon the quality of water. In addressing this matter, the layout plan shall indicate consideration of 
land elevation above sea level and its relationship to the flood plains, as well as the nature of soils 
and sub-soils and their ability to adequately support waste disposal. The layout plan shall also show 
consideration of the general slope of the land, and the slope's effect on effluents, any aquifer and 
aquifer re-charge areas; availability of streams or brooks for surface water runoff; the effect of 
project surface water runoff on Shoreland and marine resources; and applicable federal, state and 
local laws, ordinances, codes and regulations. 
 
The DEP permit is conditioned on some remediation efforts which I think are reasonable.  In 
addition, the permit is conditioned on an In-Lieu Fee payment.  I have researched this scheme for 
getting some money from polluting projects to create a fund for worthy projects which, while not 
specifically related to the source of funds, nevertheless would benefit Maine’s environment.  Initially 
I thought this was bad public policy, because the statute allows DEP to retain a portion of the in-lieu 
fee for “administration.”  This would place the DEP in a conflict of interest situation as a regulatory 
authority.  However, I have been informed that the full 8% administrative allowance is passed along 
to the Nature Conservancy, which coordinates the approvals of projects.  If this is the case, my 
objection to the program is removed.  A website showing what projects have been approved and who 
is getting the funds is here: http://mnrcp.org/past-projects/.  Searsport should consider putting 
together a project that would benefit the Town, and applying for some of these funds whether or not 
the tank project is approved. 
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In summary, the project meets Performance Standard #12.  Furthermore, if it were reconfigured to be 
closer to the shore, it could probably also meet this standard.  The question for DCP is, is it worse to 
fail Standards 1 and 2, or to possibly pay extra costs for remediation if you could meet all 3 standards 
(1, 2 and 12)? 
 
13. On Site Water Supply: The layout site plan shall indicate that sufficient water supply is available 

for reasonably foreseeable needs of the development without causing an unreasonable adverse 
effect on an existing water supply. 

 
See response to Item 6 above. 
In summary, the project probably can  meet Performance Standard #13, unless the fire fighting water 
supply is inadequate. 
 
14. Soil Erosion: The development shall not cause unreasonable soil erosion nor a reduction in the 

capacity of the land to retain surface water, resulting in a dangerous or unhealthy condition. 
 
See response to Item 12 above. 
In summary, the project probably meets Performance Standard #14. 
 
15. Septage Disposal: The layout plan shall provide for adequate septage waste disposal in 

conformance with pertinent state and federal laws. 
 
As long as the bathrooms connect to the Town sewer system, which we assume they are, this standard 
should be met. 
 
16. Adverse Effects: The development shall not have unreasonable adverse effects upon the scenic or 

natural beauty of the area, historic sites, important wildlife habitats or rare and irreplaceable 
natural areas or property values. 

 
Concerning this Performance Standard, I will focus only on the question of property values and 
consequent tax impacts.  As I stated in my Introduction, this is a rather prominent inadequacy in the 
economic studies commissioned for this project.  I have attempted to remedy this deficiency through 
some independent scenarios, presented in detail on pages 40ff, and summarized below.  
 
There are two particularly troublesome aspects to the economic studies the Planning Board has 
received. 
 

(1) The assumed assessed value of the tank used in the calculation of tax benefits is 
overestimated; and 

 
(2) No attempt was made to quantify reasonable negative economic scenarios specific to 

Searsport, even though solid and credible testimony describing specific negative economic 
effects has been received by the Planning Board.   
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Concerning the first point, both economic studies simply accepted an assertion by DCP that the 
project would add $50 million to the tax base. However, even if this were an accurate estimate of 
construction cost, it bears little relationship to tax assessment value.  We note the following: 
 

 The DEP Order anticipates a $40 million total project cost.  Why was $10 million added 
between the time the DEP application was made, and the time the first (Colgan) economic 
study was done? 

 
 The tax assessments of other similar facilities are far below even the value of $40 million, let 

alone $50 million.  Some specific examples are listed below. Google Earth pictures of these 
tanks and their surrounding land uses are shown on pages 31ff. 

 
- The  assessed valuation of two co-located twin tanks in Elk Grove, California, each 
approximately145 ft in diameter, is $13,487,013.  The combined capacity of these 
tanks is 24 million gallons.  In the year 2000, there was a bomb plot against this 
facility (the suspects were arrested).  The company has discouraged development 
nearby.  
 
- The assessed valuation of the 24 million gallon Tampa facility, which is served by 
ship and is somewhat larger than the proposed tank, is $13,487,013.  See page 34 for a 
discussion of this particular assessment.  It’s been flat since the facility was built. 
 
- The assessed valuation of the 180,000 TPY (about 94 million gallons per year, or 18 
million gallon capacity) TEPPCO facility in Providence, on 9.8 acres and also served 
by ship, is apparently only $5,828,600 for land, tank and buildings.  Like Tampa, it’s 
in the port authority. 
 
- The assessed valuation of Sea-3’s land, tanks and buildings in Newington, NH, on 7 
acres, is $13,615,600.  
 
- The assessed valuation of DCP’s Chesapeake facility is said to be $7,900,500.  The 
Google Earth image shows two approximately 140 ft diameter tanks and no berm.  
The local assessor says per his records the tanks are about 40 years old, one storing 
propane and the other butane.  Both Google Earth and the assessor may have outdated 
information, but the address and lat/lon coordinates match the facility described in the 
EPA RMP (which has a dike – see page 39.) 
 

 In addition, the total assessed value of all the taxable industrial land and improvements on 
Searsport Tax Maps 7 and 8, including the many tanks currently owned by Sprague and Irving 
as well as the GAC chemical plant, is $25,294,100 or half the bandied-about value of the DCP 
project.  It strains credibility that this one tank project would be worth twice the value of 
Searsport’s existing industries, even allowing for depreciation.  

 
It is not easy to obtain figures for comparable facilities – there aren’t many of them (DCP says there 
are 12… it would be helpful for the Planning Board to have location and contact information for 
them) and in some cases it seems difficult to obtain a comparable assessment figure.  The land and 
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buildings may be assessed by a different entity than the equipment, and the tax revenues may flow in 
multiple directions.  But that is not an excuse for simply taking at face value what the developer says 
as to assessment value, and not even trying to see what would happen if the figure is found to be on 
the high side.  Obviously, encouraging the economic studies to assume a higher-than-reasonable tax 
assessment has the potential to seriously bias the Planning Board’s view in favor of the project.  I 
completely support the Searsport Town Assessor in his intention to call for independent expertise in 
preparing a tax assessment of this project (should it be approved).  After consulting with two 
competent appraisers, I have budgeted an amount of $10,000 for that purpose in my economic 
assessment (which rather generously, I think, uses $40 million for a base case.)  Once the thing is 
built, of course one would expect DCP will try to get its assessment reduced.    
 
If DCP finds that any of the tax assessments listed above that I obtained from public sources are in 
error, I am quite sure DCP will be happy to give the Planning Board copies of actual local property 
tax assessments together with the name and phone number of the assessor, so that a correction can be 
made.  I would be curious to know if the Planning Board receives any such documentation. 
 
Concerning point (2).   If any of Searsport's other property becomes less valuable due to the tank, it 
would be a direct offset to the $50 million guesstimate (or any other estimate) of the tank's value to 
the Town. The Fannon study does a reasonable job of searching the literature on the topic of 
“disamenities” and their effect on property values, but it does not produce scenarios based on this 
research and Searsport’s specific property values. 
 
Based in part on the Coast Guard’s Zones of Concern and the Fannon study, I have looked at all 
properties in three concentric rings of distance from the proposed tank location: within ½ mile, 
between ½ and 1 mile, and between 1 and 2 miles.  The summation of property values is shown in 
Table 1.  Attachment 2 contains tax maps; the lists of values of the properties included in my analysis 
are on the disk in Attachment 1.  Reasoning that the tank might cause little or no decline in industrial 
or agricultural property values, I excluded property in the Industrial and Agricultural Zone from my 
study.  Table 1 shows that the Residential and Commercially-zoned properties within 2 miles of the 
tank comprise almost half of the Town’s entire taxable assessed valuation.  So, any development that 
reduces residential and commercial property values in this part of Town should be of utmost concern. 
 
It’s not possible to predict with 100% certainty what will happen to property values within these 
concentric rings of distance from the tank.  However, affected property owners have made their 
feelings known to the Planning Board, and their assertions are in some cases backed by appraisals.  
Here, as Fannon notes, declines in property values can start to occur prior to construction, making it 
hard to tease out the effects of the eventual, operational facility.  Testimony was received from 
realtors and property owners at Searsport’s hearings corroborating this. 
 
The proper way to address an uncertain future is through a scenario analysis that asks “what if” a 
certain level of property value decline is experienced.  Defining the scenarios can be based in part on 
the Fannon study, and in part on the experience of local residents as reflected in their testimony at the 
hearings.  Table 2 shows two scenarios of property value degradation I chose to use.  My model, 
which is virtually identical to the Fannon model, is publicly available:  the Planning Board can design 
and run any number of scenarios of its choosing.  Some will argue that my scenarios are overly 
pessimistic.  However, as noted in the Fannon study (and backed up by the real-world experience of 
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my commercial/industrial developer husband): “blight begets blight…a large disamenity can “trigger 
an avalanche of economic decline in a rural setting.”  So I would think the Planning Board would 
want to know what could potentially happen, and my scenarios are within the range in the literature 
uncovered by Fannon.   
 
 

Table 1 
Commercial and Residential 
Aggregate Property Values 

In Zone of Concern 
 
 

Tax Map #  Within   1/2 to 1 Mi   Within 1 Mi to 2 Mi  Within  
  1/2 Mi     1 Mi    2 Mi  

      
1 0  0   1,950,100  
2 0  0   7,629,635  
6 0  0   812,250  
7 6,447,500    12,924,363   16,708,100  
9 0  0   2,996,550  
10 0   7,132,900    7,132,900  
11 0   7,256,550   11,379,800  
12 0  0  12,605,200  
13 0  0   8,657,405  
14 0  0   6,924,050  
15 0  0   7,877,550  
16 0   1,180,150   11,950,150  
17 0  0   662,650  
18 0  0   1,185,300  

      
Totals 6,447,500   22,046,463   28,493,963   69,977,677  98,471,640  

      
Total Searsport 

Valuation 
    209,898,460 

      
% of Total 3% 11% 14% 33% 47% 

Searsport Valuation      
In Zone      

 
 

Includes Residentially and Commercially Zoned Property ONLY 
No Industrial or Agricultural property included 
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Table 2 
Property Value Degradation Scenarios 

Only in the Zone of Concern 
Only in Residential and Commercial Property 

 
 
 

No degradation of Residential/Commercial property value 
 

Value within ½ mile 6,447,500 
Value ½ mile to 1 mile 22,046,463 
Value 1 mile to 2 miles 69,977,677 

Subtotal 98,471,640 
Rest of Town (stays constant) 111,426,820 

Total Town Valuation 209,898,460 
 
 

Across-the-board 25% degradation of Residential/Commercial property value 
But ONLY in the Zone of Concern.  No change beyond 2 miles 

 
Value within ½ mile 4,835,625 
Value ½ mile to 1 mile 16,534,847 
Value 1 mile to 2 miles 52,483,258 

Subtotal 73,853,730 
Rest of Town (stays constant) 111,426,820 

Total Town Valuation 185,280,550 
Decrease in Valuation (24,617,910) 

 
 

Gradated degradation of property values depending on distance from Tank 
Residential and Commercial property only 

No change beyond 2 miles 
 

50% degradation within ½ mile 3,223,750 
25% degradation ½ mile to 1 mile 16,534,847 
15% degradation 1 mile to 2 miles 59,481,025 

Subtotal 79,239,623 
Rest of Town (stays constant) 111,426,820 

Total Town Valuation 190,666,443 
Decrease in Valuation (19,232,017) 
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In my “base case” I used an assessed tank value of $40 million, a cost to the Town of $170,000 for 
the additional police in the first (training) year, an additional cost to the Town of $10,000 for 
assistance with tax assessment, and a cost to the Town of $100,000 for one year’s worth of 
construction monitoring (see discussion in General Provision C page 25.)   
 
Of course, in common with the economic studies that preceded it, there are limitations to this 
analysis.  I realize some of these costs will occur only during construction and startup and not during 
operations several years down the road.   However, I also realize that there will be other municipal 
costs directly attributable to this project that I have not included (for example, compliance monitoring 
during operations, or the possibly substantial costs to the Town of getting and keeping its emergency 
services upgraded.)  I realize that the facility will probably not add anything to the tax base until it is 
operational after an 18 month construction period (can Searsport assess partial completion?)  I realize 
the possibility that DCP may assent to having its assessment unnaturally high in the early years, in 
order to promote good will, only to request successfully to have it reduced to a more normal level 
later.  Further, I realize that the full negative property value impacts may take some time to 
accumulate.  Again, if the Town wishes to model its costs and property value declines differently, my 
Excel spreadsheet is included on a disk in Attachment 1 to this report.  Have at it! 
 
For the Base Case (no property value degradation, but a $40 million tank tax assessment and some 
increased costs to the Town as outlined above), I find a Mil rate of $19.44, compared with the 
“current” rate of $19.80. 
 
When I hold the tank assessment constant at $40 million and factor in property degradation shown in 
Table 2, I find the following mil rates: 
 

 Across-the-board 25% residential/commercial decline within 2 miles: Mil rate = $20.40 
 Gradated decline up to 2 miles (as per Table 2): Mil rate = $20.17 
 

When I further decrease the tax assessed value of the tank to $30 million, I find:  
 

 Gradated decline up to 2 miles: Mil rate = $20.60 
 
Running just one more scenario, with a $20 million tank: 
 

 Gradated decline up to 2 miles: Mil rate = $21.07 
 

This final scenario might be what Searsport would be experiencing if the project had been undertaken 
a sufficiently long time ago that its tax value, and the values of nearby properties, had made their 
adjustments to lower values, but nothing else in the Town had radically changed (except that 
municipal costs went up.)  It is clear to me that the economic benefits to the Town of this project are 
speculative at best, and that the project has the potential for actually being a burden to the Town. 
 
Many unsupported assertions have been made in the various discussions of the non-tax economic 
impacts of this project.  In his report, Colgan asserts an average of $5.5 million will be paid in the 
Waldo County area during construction and $1.54 million per year in wages during operations.  I 
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have not independently looked at these estimates: others (Kavanaugh) have found the operating cost 
to be inflated.  Colgan further “estimates” that half the construction cost, i.e. $25M, will come from 
within the region.  How so?  That is not an estimate, it is an allowance based on undocumented 
assertions.  What will come from the region besides site work and maybe some building 
construction?  Probably not much.  The design work is to be done by a firm in Oklahoma.  The bulk 
of the construction cost will be in equipment and on-site fabrication which are specialized and likely 
to come “from away,” as will the requisite expertise.  Building large LPG tanks (mostly in refineries) 
has become a turnkey business for firms from India and Asia. 
 
Regarding non-construction employment, the studies are silent on the certainty that jobs will be lost 
in greater numbers than jobs will be gained at the tank.  The Planning Board has received testimony 
that one business employing up to 40 people will cease operations.  Just by visiting the businesses 
and talking to a few owners, I came up with a guesstimate that maybe 50 – 60 additional people are 
employed within one mile of the tank along Route 1.  Many of the businesses are tourist-related and 
it’s not unreasonable to expect that if the tourism business declines, some of these people will be laid 
off, or the small, mom-and-pop tourist businesses will stop operating, or move away, due to revenue 
loss.  A better quantification of this guesstimate of number of jobs gained versus number of jobs lost 
would be in order, but it’s difficult to do. 
 
The Corps asserts that "negative impacts of the overall project are relatively minor and are 
outweighed by the positive impacts on the local, regional, and state economy".   How can this 
statement be made in the absence of weighting criteria, or even independent verification of the 
purported positive impacts?  In discussing property values, the Corps report baldly states it is unlikely 
that there will be substantial effects on real estate property values in Searsport or the region.  Again, 
this is an unsupported assertion.  "The Corps is not aware of any analysis of the facts of this project 
by individuals with technical expertise that has reached a conclusion that there are likely to be 
significant economic impacts.  The most that has been stated have been questions of the possibility of 
such impacts, while numerous examples from other locations are cited to show that such impacts are 
unlikely.”  The testimony at the hearings, the Fannon study, and the follow-on analysis I have 
performed above, completely negates this assertion.   
 
In summary, I believe the project fails Performance Standard #16. 
 
17. Financial Capacity: The applicant shall demonstrate adequate financial and technical capacity 

to meet above standards. 
 
Having financial and technical capacity is not the same as committing that capacity to this project.  
The Planning Board should get assurances in writing from the parent corporation that all of DCP-
Searsport’s commitments will be met.  If such a guarantee cannot be made in form and substance 
acceptable to Searsport’s legal counsel before a vote is taken on whether or not to approve the 
project, the project will fail Performance Standard #17. 
 
18. Air Quality: the development shall not significantly add to the existing air pollution. 
 
There will be air emissions from dust and diesel during construction, which of course occurs in the 
summer adding to "the cumulative effect of summertime high ozone, heavy tourist traffic, and 
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generally poorer summer air quality." 
   
It is troubling that no official investigation was undertaken of the company’s past air quality track 
record.  In theory, the DEP should have addressed this issue.  In the public hearings we learned that 
the state of New Mexico recently settled with DCP for $60.8M for 4777 emission limit violations of 
air quality permits over a 5 year period. DCP flares in that state were in violation of regulations 648 
times during a 5 year period.   What is not known to me is how much of that violation was caused by 
design inadequacies and how much by careless operation, human error, or simply power outages and 
the weather – all factors which could affect the Searsport tank. 
 
NFPA #58 standards call for pressure relief devices to communicate directly with (i.e. release 
propane directly to) the atmosphere, and to be sized for "the largest single contingency" or "any 
reasonable and probable combination of the following contingencies" (8 are listed in NFPA #58 
Section 12.8.2.  See also Section 12.8.4, pressure relieving capacity required for fire exposure.)  
Safety relief valve discharge stacks have to be designed/installed to prevent accumulation of ice, 
water, snow, other foreign matter (for example, bird nests?)    
 
What if a big storm knocks out the power supply that keeps the tank refrigerated?  I have not seen 
any calculations or statements about what happens if a prolonged outage occurs, especially in the 
summer.  One assumes that with a petroleum product tank farm down the road, DCP wouldn't have a 
problem getting diesel for their back up generators - how many of them do they have, I wonder, how 
long can they run safely, and can they provide enough power for adequate refrigeration?  I think they 
should have redundant backup generator capacity, but will they?  At some point, I suppose, it could 
become more costly to run diesel generators to keep the refrigeration going than to lose saleable 
product through the flare.  DCP cites a recent storm-related power outage at its Chesapeake terminal 
where it flared gas10 hrs per day for 3 days.  The application says the flare will be used at a 
maximum 500 hours per year (with a goal to flare nothing except during tests.)  This would represent, 
for example, a total of 21 days of power outage not remediable by diesel backup generators to run the 
refrigeration units.   
 
In summary, based on past experience of this company and the industry overall, I believe the project 
will at some point violate its air permit limits and thus fail Performance Standard #18 intermittently. 
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Table 3 
Summary of Performance Standards Review 

 
 
 
 

 
Standard 

 
Pass 

 
Fail 

More 
information/ 
conditions 

needed 
Standard 1 -   Preserve and Enhance the Landscape  X  
Standard 2 -   Relationship of Proposed Buildings to Environment  X  
Standard 3 -   Vehicle Access   X 
Standard 4 -   Parking and Circulation   X 
Standard 5 -   Surface Water Drainage   X 
Standard 6 -   Existing Utilities   X 
Standard 7 -   Advertising Features   X 
Standard 8 -   Special Features of the Development    X 
Standard 9 -   Exterior Lighting   X 
Standard 10 - Emergency Vehicle Access* X   
Standard 11 - Municipal Services  X  
Standard 12 - Water Pollution X   
Standard 13 - On-site Water Supply   X 
Standard 14 - Soil Erosion X   
Standard 15 - Septage Disposal X   
Standard 16 - Adverse Effects  X  
Standard 17 - Financial Capacity   X 
Standard 18 - Air Quality **   X  

* additional costs to the Town  **intermittent failure possible 
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 GENERAL PROVISIONS 
A. The Planning Board may, upon reviewing the application, impose any conditions on the applicant 

that The Planning Board deems necessary in order to bring the application into compliance with 
the Ordinance. 

 
Should the Planning Board approve this project (despite the fact that it does not meet several 
Performance Standards and despite a lack of information as outlined above) the approval should be 
conditioned on at least the following, which is in no way intended to be an exhaustive list of 
conditions: 
 

 Complete re-review in the event of any material change in facility operations.  Examples of 
“material change” should be cited and should include, at a minimum: connecting to any 
distribution pipeline; increase in number of ships over the 6 to 8 currently envisioned; 
retrofitting the facility for export; marketing propane as a chemical feedstock either locally or 
further afield. 

 
 The Standard Operations Manual should provide that inspections required under NFPS # 58 for 

safe unloading occur on a regular schedule to allow time for repairs, as well as immediately 
before unloading each ship. 

 
 The Standard Operations Manual and the Emergency Procedures Manual (both are required 

under NFPS #58) should be reviewed by appropriate officials in Searsport and deemed 
satisfactory before the Code Enforcement Officer issues a Certificate of Occupancy. 

 
 DCP states that it “intends to” put a deed restriction on the parcel east of the rail line to prevent 

future development.  If this parcel is not going to be used to reconfigure the site plan so that 
the tank can be moved away from Route 1, then this deed restriction needs to be put in place 
as a condition. 

 
  DCP confirmed that it has a company policy to remediate the sites it owns, should they be 

permanently closed.  The Corps of Engineers "will not condition its permit to require future 
remediation, (as) this is more appropriately addressed by the municipal authority."  
Accordingly, a condition of approval should be a formal agreement with the parent company 
for site remediation, along with the establishment of a sinking fund (see below under Genaral 
Provision B - Performance Bond.) 

 
  There should be a written contract specifying the work to be done to upgrade the Town water 

system, along with procedures for the Town to review this work for acceptability. 
 
 Searsport should negotiate Standards of Use and Operation (covering facility operations and 

use, including markets) which shall not be changed without review and approval by Searsport. 
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B. The Planning Board may require the filing of a Performance Bond or the execution of a 
conditional agreement with the municipality by the applicant. 
 
At the hearings, a Planning Board member asked what would happen if DCP were to abandon the 
project mid-construction?  DCP responded that this circumstance would be covered in a Performance 
Bond.  Of course a Performance Bond must be executed by the parent corporation.  In addition, 
insurance policies covering construction and operations should list the Town as an additional named 
insured.  However, Searsport should not expect too much help from insurance if something goes 
wrong.  DCP Midstream Partners’ Annual Report provides an interesting checklist of risks inherent in 
this type of industry, which may not be covered by insurance.  It’s worth repeating here:   

 
“Our operations, and the operations of third parties, are subject to many hazards inherent in the gathering, 
compressing, treating, processing, storage and transporting of natural gas, propane and NGLs (natural gas liquids), 
including:  

 Damage to pipelines, plants, terminals, storage facilities and related equipment and surrouding properties 
caused by hurricanes, tornadoes, floods, fires and other natural disasters and acts of terrorism; 

 Inadvertent damage from construction, farm and utility equipment; 
 Leaks of natural gas, propane, NGLs and other hydrocarbons from our pipelines, plants, terminals or 

storage facilities, or losses of natural gas, propane or NGLs as a result of the malfunction of equipment or 
facilities; 

 Contaminants in the pipeline system; 
 Fires and explosions; and 
 Other hazards that could also result in personal injury and loss of life, pollution and suspension of 

operations. 
These risks could result in substantial losses due to personal injury and/or loss of life, severe damage to and 
destruction of property and equipment and pollution or other environmental damage and may result in curtailment 
or suspension of our related operations.  We are not fully insured against all risks inherent to our business, including 
offshore wind.  In accordance with typical industry practice, we do not have any property insurance on any of our 
underground pipeline systems that would cover damage to the pipelines.  We are not insured against all 
environmental accidents that might occur, which may include toxic tort claims, other than those considered to be 
sudden and accidental.  In some instances, certain insurance could become unavailable or available only for reduced 
amounts of coverage, or may become prohibitively expensive, and we may elect not to carry such a policy. 
 

To help the Town with this no-insurance problem, Searsport should require the developer to establish 
a “sinking fund” to pay for decommissioning at the end of the project’s life.  This fund could also 
used to help defray the costs of an accident to the Town and its residents.  Such a fund would be 
administered by an independent trustee and would be a useful form of self-insurance. 
 
C.   All construction, performed under the authorization of a building permit or certificate of occupancy,    
issued for the development within the scope of this Ordinance, shall be in conformance with the approved 

     plan. 
 
In the appendix to NFPA #58, we read the “authority having jurisdiction"(AHJ) may base acceptance 
of the facility on compliance with NFPA standards.  Where public safety is a priority, the AHJ may 
be "a federal, state, local or regional department or individual such as a fire chief, fire marshal, chief 
of a fire prevention bureau, labor department or health department, building official, electrical 
inspector or others having statutory authority...  For insurance purposes, an insurance inspection 
department, rating bureau, or other insurance company representative may be the AHJ...  In many 
circumstances the property owner or designated agent assumes the role of the AHJ."  Inspections and 
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tests re. this standard during construction and initial operation can be by "the operator or a recognized 
3rd party engineering, scientific, insurance or inspection organization."   
 
In thinking about the applicability of  NFPA # 58 to this particular project in this particular town, I 
have concluded that Searsport MUST contract with an independent engineer who will be on-site and 
inspecting every aspect of facility construction and startup.  This is frequently done for major 
industrial plants where there is a public interest and proprietary secrets are not being exposed: both of 
these conditions apply here.  The inspector must be independent, inquisitive, knowledgeable, and 
have the authority to blow the whistle if standards are not being met, or at least document every little 
mis-step away from best practices and materials.  I cannot overemphasize this point.  The argument 
that Searsport therefore assumes some share of liability if things go horribly wrong is a red herring. Is 
Searsport more concerned about its share of liability, or about preventing disaster?  Searsport's 
involvement in this manner will assure that things do NOT go horribly wrong.  DCP will likely object 
to this demand, but Searsport should hold firm on it.  I have budgeted for a Construction Monitor in 
my economic analysis.  I think the funds for this activity should not come from DCP. 
 
The Planning Board's current engineering consultant, Neal Frangesh, has the type of background and 
experience that would qualify him to do this work.  However, all his firm's work has been for 
industries:  there is nothing on his website to indicate that he has ever previously been an independent 
consultant working specifically on behalf of municipalities as they struggle with projects like this.  
In addition, he has signed a conflict of interest avoidance statement that is temporary in nature (he 
won’t work for DCP until the first of (1) project completion (2) project termination or (3) 12/31/14): 
clearly, he intends to go back to working for industry, perhaps even for DCP during construction.  So 
it is unlikely that he would be as diligent a whistle-blower as if he were less entwined in the industry.  
There are other individuals and firms with adequate experience who could do the construction 
monitoring job, however. 
.  
From what I heard at the hearing, DCP has not asked for tax increment financing.   Offering tax 
incentives would be not only unnecessary, but a waste of an opportunity.  If there is money in the TIF 
“kitty” it should be put to use in construction monitoring and paying for a tax assessment 
 

Suggested Performance Standard # 19 
 
The Planning Board does not have energy standards in its Performance Standards.  This is an 
important omission that should be remedied, although I doubt that it could happen in time to apply to 
this project.  Searsport can make this contribution to the national effort to reduce petroleum 
consumption, whether or not it chooses to approve this tank. The Planning Board standards can 
require that any development demonstrate that it will meet the best available energy efficiency 
standards with particular attention to reducing dependence on greenhouse-gas generating fossil fuels.   
Here is one suggested wording for the Planning Board to consider:   
 
19.  Energy Efficiency and Renewables: the developer shall demonstrate how the facility is designed 
to maximize the efficient use of energy from all sources, and shall further demonstrate how the 
facility will contribute to a reduction in the use of fossil fuels through use of renewable energy 
resources. 
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Propane markets, 
Energy policy considerations, and  

Relevance to Searsport 
 
The State Energy Plan says Maine exports about $6.5 billion out of state each year to pay for 
petroleum products.  “Faced with unprecedented and historic spikes and volatility in energy costs, 
state policy makers, energy producers and consumers, utility executives, law makers and energy 
industry experts are all seeking solutions to the complex and multi-faceted challenges posed by 
Maine’s inordinate dependence on foreign oil and other fossil fuel products...This stark energy reality 
has substantially increased the economic vulnerability of Maine’s citizens, businesses and industries.”  
Increasing the use of imported propane does absolutely nothing to address this concern.  DCP asserts 
(and the Corps apparently buys) the argument that propane will reduce dependence on oil.  But 
propane is manufactured from petroleum and natural gas, both of which are fossil fuels, and therefore 
it won't reduce fossil fuel dependence. Appendix H to the State Energy Plan lists petroleum demand 
reduction measures.  In no place is liquid propane suggested as a petroleum demand reduction 
measure. 
 
It’s worth noting that none of the review and permitting agencies have to consider whether this 
project is necessary, useful or even economically viable.  The Corps of Engineers is quite explicit on 
this point: "when private enterprise makes application for a Corps permit, Corps regulations direct 
that it will generally be assumed that appropriate economic evaluations have been completed, the 
proposal is economically viable, and it is needed in the marketplace."   And, in a public hearing, 
Planning Board Chairman Probert observed: “Well, I have always wondered about the economics of 
the project, but it's not our job to assess your economic viability.” 
 
Unlike LNG (or natural gas generally), propane and LPG are not regulated by the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission (FERC), the Maine PUC, or any other entity that concerns itself with the 
question of whether or not a facility such as the proposed tank is needed. A review of this type is 
sometimes called a “Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity”, defined as “a certificate from 
a public board or commission required by federal or state statute before engaging in certain public 
undertakings or services to protect existing franchises against injurious competition.”  This prevents, 
for example, multiple transmission lines or pipelines from different companies from crisscrossing a 
state, thus minimizing environmental damage.  (It’s also a concept found in regulation of water, 
wastewater, hospitals, ambulance services, and common-carrier transportation services.)  In the case 
of natural gas and LNG, considerable attention is paid by FERC to the safety of facilities.  This takes 
a significant burden off local agencies which do not normally have the expertise to evaluate these 
issues.  As we have seen, among the permitting agencies for the proposed Searsport tank, only the 
Coast Guard seems to have the necessary expertise and jurisdiction to evaluate the safety of the DCP 
proposal, and nobody has jurisdiction over whether it is a needed or prudent way for Maine to be 
getting its energy.   
 
The argument can be made that propane should not be regulated in the same way as natural gas, 
because it is a portable fuel like heating oil or gasoline with a highly competitive end-user market.  
This is true, up to the point where a large bulk facility with a strong resemblance in all respects to an 
LNG terminal is concerned.  In this case, a very persuasive argument can be made for FERC 
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involvement.  (Enthusiasts for FERC involvement should be aware, however, that it comes with 
eminent domain, at least in the case of natural gas pipelines.) 
 
The Corps states that the overall project purpose is "to increase the stability and reliability of liquid 
propane supplies to serve the Maine LPG market," supporting this view by citing a propane shortage 
that occurred five or six years ago and which was occasioned, in part, by the inability of LPG tankers 
to reach ports due to bad weather and rough seas.  Bad weather and rough seas are expected to 
increase with global warming, and are a specific hazard for LPG shipping, as recognized by the Coast 
Guard. 
 
According to the State Energy Plan, 80% of Maine homes rely on #2 or #6 fuel oil for heat.  The 
percent of the population relying on propane for heat is 5.5%.  About 2.4% of Maine’s commercial 
energy use and about 0.6% of industrial use is propane. The Corps of Engineers says Maine’s current 
propane market is “115 million gallons of LPG per year”.  The State Energy Plan says that 
58,000,000 gallons are currently used for home heating.  How do these consumption figures compare 
to the DCP facility’s projected annual throughput of 2,476,000 barrels?  Since one barrel = 42 gallons 
of propane, the facility would be accepting and distributing 103,992,000 gallons of LPG per year - 
almost enough for the entire current market, and almost twice what is currently used for home heating 
statewide. If this project achieved this degree of market dominance, one wonders whether the 
Attorney General’s office would get involved under the Monopolies and Profiteering law, the 
Profiteering in Necessities Act, the Unfair Trade Practices Act, or the Petroleum Market Share Act.  
Certainly, this potential degree of market dominance could put DCP in a position to market its 
product as a “loss leader” in the early months of operation.  Propane prices are unregulated. The price 
of liquid propane imported from foreign sources can be expected to fluctuate a lot depending on 
factors beyond the control of DCP, and be more expensive than the price of domestically produced 
propane.  It will certainly be more costly than domestic natural gas, which will continue to be the fuel 
of choice where it is available.   
 
In this context, note that natural gas is currently piped right through the length of Maine.  In fact, the 
very large Maritimes and Northeast underground pipeline has a compressor station in Searsmont, 15 
miles by road from Searsport.  M&N serves customers through Bangor Gas and Maine Natural Gas. 
Conversations with Bangor Gas, which has recently purchased the moribund pipeline from Searsport 
to the Loring AFB, indicate that this pipeline is currently being refurbished one section (7 to 10 
miles) at a time to supply natural gas (not propane) first to markets north of Bangor and eventually 
south to Searsport.  My source at Bangor Gas says, flatly, “It will not be connected to DCP’s propane 
terminal.”  One can follow this pipeline on Google Earth, and see that it crosses Station Ave 
extremely near the tank, and coincidentally runs near DCP’s current rail offloading terminal in the 
Bangor area.  It would be easy to conjecture that there is a current relationship between the DCP 
project and the Searsport-to-Loring pipeline, but apparently this is not only not the case, but the 
Bangor Gas pipeline could, in the future, bring natural gas to Searsport, which would provide a less 
costly energy supply to Searsport.  In fact, it could be a good source of energy for industrial users at 
Mack Point, if there continues to be land area available for them not pre-emptively occupied by DCP. 
 
DCP does not expect alterations to the layout or functions of the terminal based on fluctuations in 
LPG demand and says it has no plans to supply propane beyond Maine, citing limitations on truck 
and rail transport and the fact that other facilities or competitors may be able to supply those markets 
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cheaper.  "Rail and truck transport of propane to Canada from Searsport are not planned or 
envisioned."   The Coast Guard review says “the DCP Terminal will not be connected to any in-state 
and/or interstate distribution pipeline.”  
 
It might be true that some Mainers will switch from fuel oil to propane, but the penetration of this 
market could be slow due to several factors, among them: 
 

 the relatively low growth rate of new housing, particularly in rural downeast Maine, which 
means that the old, reliable fuel oil systems will continue to be used, at least until they wear 
out.  (It’s more economical to weatherize than to switch fuel sources);  

 the lack of a significant price difference between propane and fuel oil (unless, as mentioned 
above, DCP markets propane as a “loss leader”); 

 the presence of a significant price difference between propane and natural gas, in the areas 
where natural gas is increasingly available; 

 the lack of government incentives for homeowners to make a switch from oil to propane; 
 the lack of an urgent sense in the general public that individual homeowners need to make the 

switch in order to enhance local air quality; 
 the fact that people do realize that propane is a fossil fuel, derived from oil and natural gas, and 

thus confers no particular advantage in heading off global warming; 
 people’s understanding that non-domestically produced propane offers no advantage in 

increasing energy security. 
 
These considerations, and the scale of the proposed project, have caused some members of the public 
to question whether there are additional motives behind this project, other than serving the propane 
needs of Maine.  Some have suggested that the facility will be retrofitted as an export facility for 
liquefied gas (LNG).  There are very few LNG overseas export terminals being built, or even in the 
planning stage, anywhere in the US. The necessary and expensive liquefaction plants, requiring 
federal permits, are sensibly located much closer to the big natural gas extraction sites, e.g. 
Chesapeake Bay for gas coming from the Marcellus shale and Louisiana for gas coming by pipeline 
from oil fields in LA and TX.  Geologists confirm that there are no gas producing shales in Maine, 
despite a website map that erroneously locates the Horton Bluff shale deposits in Maine.  Those 
deposits are in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, and one can assume that if it made sense to 
fractionate and liquefy that gas, it would occur in Canada.  
 
The gas in the M&N pipeline, which feeds the Bangor Gas distribution system, comes from the Sable 
Island field off Canada, which has its own fractionation plant producing NGL’s . If it were reasonable 
to liquefy the Sable Island gas, it would in all probability be done in Canada.  In addition, the 
overseas market for US-produced LNG is expected to diminish because countries like China are 
developing their own considerable shale deposits, in some cases using medium scale liquefaction 
plants at the wellhead, sending the LNG overland to end users in “rubber tire pipelines” because they 
do not have normal pipeline infrastructure. 
 
However, when asked at the hearings if DCP would guarantee that it would never become an export 
facility, the response was that it would probably not make such a guarantee, that it had not “looked at 
it”, and that such a retrofit would require re-approval by the Planning Board.  There was some 
question on the part of the Board as to whether re-approval would in fact be automatically required, 
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although the Planning Board could (and should) demand the right to review any material change of 
this sort in facility operations.  
 
If the retail propane market is disappointing, and if the tank is not altered for export, what else could 
DCP do with the tank?  DCP’s representative said (to paraphrase) there need to be more sources of 
propane for use in industry and agriculture. Forty percent of total propane is used in the 
petrochemical industry, including use as a feedstock for chemical manufacturing, rather than solely as 
a fuel.  Strangely nobody yet has asked DCP if they plan to partner with other firms to develop other 
propane-based manufacturing industries in Searsport. For instance, there is the GAC chemical factory 
right next door, with experience in manufacturing and distributing agricultural chemicals and a huge 
undeveloped land area. In a brief discussion of mixed LP/chemical plants, NFPS #58 says "Unique 
and complex fire hazard problems ...often exist in a chemical plant" and provides little further 
guidance on this subject. 
 
The developer touts incrementalism as the way Searsport should view this facility, as an incremental 
addition to the existing tank farm. In the Fannon study, we read that County Commissioner Shorey 
“sees upside potential for other industries that may follow suit centered on the port and railroad, as 
well as the potential for jobs created along the Route One corridor to support them.”  The real 
question of incrementalism is, of course, how far down the road to heavy industry is the Town willing 
to step, one step at a time, incrementally?  If the existing tank farm provides justification for the DCP 
tank as an incremental addition, what kind of new facility would cite the DCP tank in claiming that it, 
too, is only an incremental addition, and so forth, until Searsport has become unrecognizable?   
 
Eventually, a heavily industrialized Searsport would see its land values stabilize.  They would be 
industrial values.  The pain of the transition will be borne by the people living, and making a living, 
in Searsport today. Searsport should consider having an internal discussion once again, maybe 
updating its Comprehensive Plan with more specifics, particularly a better buffer zone around Route 
1 and better isolation of its industrial zone from its residential and commercial zones.  Of course, 
since a heavily industrialized Searsport would have a profound effect on neighboring towns, they 
should be involved, particularly Stockton Springs.  I am not advocating that Searsport’s fate be 
determined at the state level, particularly not by state agencies.  It’s too easy for people like me, who 
won’t be affected regardless of what Searsport does to itself (or has done to it), to turn a blind eye 
especially if I can be convinced by a persuasive public relations campaign that I (or Maine as a 
whole) will benefit somehow.  
 
Searsport cannot, by itself, solve the fossil-fuel-dependency problem to which this nation has fallen 
victim.  But Searsport can help draw the line against making the problem worse.  According to the 
State Energy Plan, Maine is doing well compared with other states; its Renewable Portfolio Standard 
is one of the highest in the country.  Searsport could use its port facilities and adjacent industrially 
zoned land creatively and aggressively to manufacture and market non-fossil energy technology.  
Because of its footprint, approval of this project pretty much precludes that option.  To those who 
think renewable energy is “pie in the sky” wishful thinking, I would point out an article in Bloomberg 
News which explains how Germany has forged ahead while the US turned its back on renewable 
energy technology (see link below.)  We have a lot of catching up to do. 
 

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-11-13/germany-has-built-clean-energy-economy-u-s-rejected-in-
80s.html?cmpid=otbrn.sustain.story 
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Aerial View, Searsport
With tank location marked

(for comparison with other aerials)
Google Earth search “Searsport, Maine”

Lat 44 deg 27 min 52 sec N
Lon 68 deg 54 min 1 sec W

32

1/2 mile radius (above) 
2 mile radius (right)

Rail lines are shown in black.

There are also two interesting lateral photos on 
Google Earth, one showing the approach to the 
Searsport tank farm, and one showing the 
approach to the bay in Tampa that houses the 
mega-tank, both these photos taken from 
approaching ships. 



Aerial View, Tampa 
Google Earth search 3606 Pendola Point Rd Tampa FL

Lat 27 deg 54 min 7 sec N
Lon 82 deg 25 min 18 sec W

33

1/2 mile radius (above) 
2 mile radius (right)

Using the Google Earth ruler you can see that this tank is indeed 2 miles 
from residences to the west, across the water and behind the airport.  (I 
don’t think it’s completely accurate to call it an “exclusion zone” which 
implies a regulatory decision.) It is a bit closer to non-industrial activities 
to the east, but still over a mile away. It’s in a very heavy industrial area 
of the Tampa port.  The county (which is responsible for fire and 
emergency response) has 898 career firefighters plus 175 volunteers.  
Among the many pieces of equipment is a "mass casualty trailer" and of 
course fire boat(s).  The nearest land based stations are at appoximately 
3 and 3.5 "crow fly" miles.
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Calculation of value based on discussion with Tampa assessors 
 
The data that Florida used to calculate their assessment of the tank is found in a $600 book called "Marshall 
Valuation Services cost manual." The Florida assessor was kind enough to fax me the relevant pages so I didn't 
have to buy the book!  The section they used to assess their tank was the section on spherical pressure tanks. 
 (I think they should have used hemispheroids and not pressure tanks.  But that’s not what I was told they did.) 
The calculation they used is the following: 
 
For each 113,095 cubic feet of tank capacity, the cost should be $923,000 per Marshall 
1 gallon of tank capacity equals 0.1337 cubic feet 
Their 24 M gallon tank = 3,208,800 c.f. and would be valued at $26,187,916. 
However, you will notice they value their tank at about half that.  Both assessors I talked to in FL say they tend 
to be "conservative" in that they want to charge the taxpayers less and this is a Port Authority owned tank.  
(The Port Authority can add to the mil rate, like a school district can.) But I think the real reason it was valued 
less may be because it's not spherical and it's not a pressure tank, so they just negotiated the assessment.  The 
assessor couldn't find the 12-year-old letter discussing the rationale.  It’s worth noting that the assessment has 
remained relatively constant over the years:  
2011 - 13,994,843 
2010 - 12,858,753 
2009 - 13,812,670 
2008 - 14,593,616 
2007 - 13,981,961 
2006 - 13,010,348 
2005 - 12,527,370 
2004 - 12,871,348 
2003 - 13,465,047 
2002 - 13,576,302 
2001 - 13,653,267 
 
If I use the hemispheroid cost number in Marshall and our tank size of  22.7 M gallons, I get the following:  
for each 840,000 gallons, the cost should be $687,000 for 5 lb "W.P." (Wall Pressure?)  So 
(22,700,000/840,000)x$687,000 = $18,565,000 
 
The Searsport tank should be constructed to withstand SOME pressure, in fact the blowout vents blow at 2.2 
pounds above ambient, I think, and I’ve been told the pressure is higher toward the bottom of the tank and 
reaches atmospheric at around 60 ft.  So it seems fair to use the number for a 5 lb tank.  If the tank is built to a 
lower pressure standard, the cost and hence the assessment would be lower. 
 
The notes in Marshall say for earthquake or hurricane resistant structures, add 15%, so make it $21,350,000. 
 
While the Marshall tank cost includes "erection, structural supports, normal foundations and appurtenant 
equipment" it probably does not include the cost of the pipeline leading to it, and maybe not some other 
structures (earth berm, compressors, loadout racks, diesel generators for backup power). But even if we 
generously double the pricetag, we are still can’t arrive at a $50M value for the Searsport tank.   
 
 



Aerial View, Elk Grove
Google Earth search 10266 Grant Line Rd, Elk Grove, CA

Lat 38 deg 22 min 53 sec N
Lon 121 deg 21 min 26 sec W
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1/2 mile radius (above) 
2 mile radius (right)

The Cosumnes CSD Fire Department serves a population 
of approximately 160,000.  It has 8 fire stations, the 
nearest appears to be 2 "crow fly" miles from the tanks.  
There are 150 "sworn personnel" and there is a foam unit 
as well as a mass casualty trailer.



Aerial View, Providence
Google Earth search 25 Fields Point Rd, Providence, RI 02905

Lat 41 deg 47 min 27 sec N
Lon 71 deg 23 min 4 sec W
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1/2 mile radius (above) 
2 mile radius (right)

The nearest Providence fire station (the 
"Wharf Rat" unit) is 0.7 "crow fly" miles 
from the tank.



Aerial View, Newington NH
Google Earth search Patterson Lane, Newington, NH

Then move approximately 1300 ft to the East-Northeast
Lat 43 deg 6 min 31 sec N

Lon 70 deg 48 min 3 sec W
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1/2 mile radius (above) 
2 mile radius (right)

Newington's fire department is relatively small : "full time 
supplemented by paid on-call members."  The station is 
about 1.5 miles from the tank.  However, there is a 
Portsmouth station is about 2 miles away, at the Pease 
airport.



Aerial View, Chesapeake
Google Earth search 2901 S Military Highway, Chesapeake, VA

Lat 36 deg 46 min 36 sec N
Lon 76 deg 18 min 46 sec W
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1/2 mile radius (above) 
2 mile radius (right)

The Chesapeake fire department has 428 firefighters, 101 on call each 
day.  There is a Foam Team and other specialized personnel and 
equipment.  The nearest station is about 1.5 miles from the tank.  The 
DCP EPA RMP cites a "coordinated response plan with the Westfield 
Fire Department" but I can't find any information about such a 
department online.



Gas Supply Resources, Chesapeake Terminal
Facility #1 : Gas Supply Resources, Chesapea

Basic Facility Info 

 
Facility ID                      100000168301
Facility Name                  Gas Supply Resources, Chesapeake Terminal
Street Address Line 1       2901 South Military Highway
City                                 Chesapeake
State                              VA
Congressional District     VA04
Zip Code                        23323
Zip Code Extension         5804
County                           Chesapeake city
Owner or Operator Name DCP Midstream, LP
Parent Company             DCP Midstream, LP
Latitude    36.776667
Longitude   -076.312778
Number of RMP Submissions 3

Most Recent Submission Info 

   
RMP ID       1000015478
Submission Type      revised submission for facility
Submission Date      08/27/2010
Reason For Submission     5-year update (40 CFR 68.190(b)(1))
Process Toxic Amount Total (lbs)    0
Process Flammable Amount Total (lbs)   87,154,516
Process Amount Total (lbs)     87,154,516
Number of Potential Offsite Consequence Processes  1
Potential Offsite Consequence Toxic Amount Total (lbs) 0
Potential Offsite Consequence Flammable Amount Total (lbs) 87,154,516   (i.e. 20,751,075 gallons - this note added ny me)

Potential Offsite Consequence Amount Total (lbs)  87,154,516
All Process NAICS      42471
Exec Summary Submission Date    08/27/2010

Executive Summary 

(Facility #1 : Gas Supply Resources, Chesapea, executive summary: all)

Executive Summary
Propane Distribution Facility
RMP A Level 3 
Gas Supply Resources A Chesapeake Terminal
Parent Company - DCP Midstream, LP.
EPA Facility Identifier # 1000 0016 8301
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

ACCIDENTAL RELEASE PREVENTION AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE POLICIES:

Gas Supply Resources - Chesapeake Terminal personnel are strongly committed to employee, public, and 
environmental safety. This commitment is demonstrated by the resources invested in accident prevention, 
such as training personnel and considering safety in the design, installation, operation, and maintenance of 
our process. Our emergency response program is based upon the NFPA 58 Requirements for LP-Gas Storage 
and NPGA's LP-Gas Safety Handbook/ Guidelines for Developing Plant Emergency Procedures/ How to Control 
LP-Gas Leaks and Fires. In addition, if a release were to occur, we have coordinated a response plan with the 
Westfield Fire Department, which provides highly trained emergency response personnel to 
control and mitigate the effects of the release.  (emphasis added by me)

Contents of First Page of EPA-RMP for Chesapeake - "extended detail" version
(full report is 8 pages and is formatted differently)
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Mil Rate Calculations 
 
 

"As any student of economics soon learns, economic models are 
only as good as their inputs. In fact, it is neither difficult nor 
unusual for models to be designed to favor one outcome over 
another. In other words, models can be essentially reverse 
engineered. This is especially true when the models have been 
commissioned by industries that stand to gain significantly in 
monetary terms. Or government agencies which are perhaps 
pushing a political agenda.” 

 
 Department of Energy: New Report on Exportation of Shale Gas by 
Deborah Roger at EnergyPolicyForum.org 

 
 
 

"You can get the studies to show anything you want to.” 
Nancy Fannon at Searsport public hearing 

 
 
 

 
 Page 
Effect on School Subsidy 41 
No Tank (Fannon Exhibit 5 – to test the model)    42 
Notes 43 
$50 M tank, no property devaluation  
(Fannon Exhibit 6, further testing the model).  

44 

$40 M tank, no increased cost to Town and  
    no property devaluation 

45 

$40 M tank, increased cost to Town  
    as enumerated in report   (“Base Case”) 

46 

$40 M tank, increased cost to Town,  
    property devaluation 25% in zone 

47 

$40 M tank, increased cost to Town,  
    gradated property devaluation in zone per Table 2 

48 

$30 M tank, increased cost to Town,  
     gradated property devaluation in zone per Table 2 

49 

$20 M tank, increased cost to Town,  
     gradated property devaluation in zone per Table 2 
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Effects on School Subsidy
From:  2012-13 state valuation of Searsport

Assumptions:
The State valuation will maintain the same distance from the Town valuation as various values of the tank are added in 
That distance is 279,300,000 - 209,898,000 = 69,401,540
(This is the method used in the Fannon analysis:  when the Town valuation was increased by $50 M. the state valuation was increased by the same amount.)
Mil expectation does not vary with Town's valuation
The tank adds value according to its presumed assessment, but this will be offset by 
a degradation of property values in the Zone of Greatest Concern, I.e. within 2 miles of the tank, as per Table 2

A B If A<B

town Tank Town value state mil local OR Total the difference is
valuation Value with tank valuation expectation contribution allocation made up by state

without tank
Base Case: no tank 209,898,460 0 $209,898,460 279,300,000 0.00747 2,086,371 3,666,537 $1,580,166

$50 M tank 209,898,460 $50,000,000 $259,898,460 329,300,000 0.00747 2,459,871 3,666,537 $1,206,666

$40 M tank 209,898,460 $40,000,000 $249,898,460 319,300,000 0.00747 2,385,171 3,666,537 $1,281,366

$40M tank but with 185,280,550 $40,000,000 $225,280,550 294,682,090 0.00747 2,201,275 3,666,537 $1,465,262
Across the board 25% Decrease in 
Res/Com values in Zone of Concern

$40M tank  but with 190,666,443 $40,000,000 $230,666,443 300,067,983 0.00747 2,241,508 3,666,537 $1,425,029
Gradated decrease in 
Res/Com values in Zone of Concern

$30M tank but with 190,666,443 $30,000,000 $220,666,443 290,067,983 0.00747 2,166,808 3,666,537 $1,499,729
Gradated decrease in 
Res/Com values in Zone of Concern

$20M tank but with 190,666,443 20,000,000 $210,666,443 280,067,983 0.00747 2,092,108 3,666,537 $1,574,429
Gradated decrease in 
Res/Com values in Zone of Concern

Calculation method for State subsidy was reviewed by Paula Gravelle of the Maine Department of Education



 No Tank (test of the model - agrees with Exhibit 5 of Fannon))
$0 addition to tax base from tank
$0 addition to municipal costs due to tank
$0 degradation in property values due to tank

mil rate against public school
valuation commitment valuation town allocation subsidy

Town $209,898,460 A 4,155,990 D $19.80 G
County $280,250,000 B 397,698 E $1.42 H J K
State $279,300,000 C 2,086,371 F $7.47 I 3,666,537 1,580,166

TOTAL 6,640,059 mil rate against
town valuation town assessment

Town 1,165,519 L $5.55 O municipal expenses 2,318,152 R
Education 2,592,773 M $12.35 P other revenue -1,152,633 S
County 397,698 N $1.89 Q net municipal 1,165,519

total tax commitment 4,155,990 D $19.80 G

other sources of income 1,016,633 T
total general fund revenue 5,172,623 U
surplus 136,000 V
total sources of income 5,308,623 W



Notes:
A Town valuation from Computation of Assessment = total real estate + personal property - exemptions, for year ending 12.31.2011

B Fannon Exhibit 5

C Fannon Exhibit 5

D Original number from Town Computation of Assessment for year ending 12.31.2011, must equal L + M + N

E From Computation of Assessment, assumed to vary by simple ratio as county valuation changes

F = J - K and also I * C and also, for different scenarios, the Base Case value of F times the ratio of State valuations 

G Original (no tank) Mil rate from Certificate of Assesment.  Calculated for other scenarios.  Must equal O + P + Q

H = 1000* E/B

I = 1000*F/C but note this number stays constant for the various scenarios, as it is specified by the State DOE

J assumed constant for the various scenarios.

K = J - F.  This number goes down if the town valuation goes up.

L The net of R and S.  Will go up if Town spending goes up.

M School/ Education Appropriation, from Certificate of Assessment.  Difficult to calculate for other scenarios, see relevant notes.

N Same as E

O Calculated: 1000*L/A

P Calculated: 1000*M/A

Q Calculated: 1000*N/A

R This is where extra costs to the Town for hosting this tank will show up in the calculation.

S assume constant

T Sum of 12 items in the Computation of Assessment, assumed not to vary with scenario, though some could

U sum of total tax commitment (D) plus other sources of income (T)

V "surplus" from Town Computation of Assessment for year ending 12.31.2011, assumed constant

W sum of total general fund revenue (U) plus surplus (V) 



$50M Tank (another test of the model, corresponds to Fannon Exhibit 6, agrees except for M)
$50,000,000 addition to tax base from tank

$0 addition to municipal costs due to tank
$0 degradation in property values due to tank

mil rate against public school
valuation commitment valuation town allocation subsidy

Town $259,898,460 A 4,684,411 D $18.02 G
County $330,250,000 B 468,652 E $1.42 H J K
State $329,300,000 C 2,459,871 F $7.47 I 3,666,537 1,206,666

mil rate against
town valuation town assessment

Town 1,165,519 L $4.48 O municipal expenses 2,318,152 R
Education 3,050,240 M $11.74 P other revenue -1,152,633 S
County 468,652 N $1.80 Q net municipal 1,165,519

total tax commitment 4,684,411 D $18.02 G

other sources of income 1,016,633 T
total general fund revenue 5,701,044 U
surplus 136,000 V
total sources of income 5,837,044 W

Notes for the "No Tank" case apply except as noted
A, B and C $50,000,000 addition to each value

M Due to the fact that the School year budget does not match the calendar year, this number is almost impossible to calculate accurately.

Nancy Fannon (pers. comm.) reports a similar difficulty in calculating this number.  All I have been able to do for these calculations is use a

ratio, similar to what was done for the County value (N).  For the "no tank" case the ratio of  M/F = 1.24.  Using this ratio for this case I get

$3,050,240 Fannon uses a value of $3,031,606 for this scenario, a difference of less than 1%.  I hope this works as tank values go down.



$40 M tank 
$40,000,000 addition to tax base from tank

$0 addition to municipal costs due to tank 
$0 degradation in property values due to tank

mil rate against public school
valuation commitment valuation town allocation subsidy

Town $249,898,460 4,577,592 $18.32
County $320,250,000 454,461 $1.42
State $319,300,000 2,385,171 F $7.47 3,666,537 1,281,366

mil rate against
town valuation town assessment

Town 1,165,519 $4.66 municipal expenses 2,318,152
Education 2,957,612 $11.84 other revenue -1,152,633
County 454,461 $1.82 net municipal 1,165,519

total tax commitment 4,577,592 $18.32

other sources of income 1,016,633
total general fund revenue 5,594,225
surplus 136,000
total sources of income 5,730,225

Notes for the $50M Tank case apply except as noted
A, B and C $40,000,000 addition to each value

F Effects on school subsidy can be calculated separately.  The calculation I used was checked by the Me Dept of Ed.

and is shown on a separate Table



$40 M tank with additional costs, but no property value degradation
$40,000,000 addition to tax base from tank

$280,000 addition to municipal costs due to tank (police, appraisal and construction monitoring professionals)
(or compliance monitoring and increased emergency preparedness during operations)

$0 degradation in property values due to tank
mil rate against public school

valuation commitment valuation town allocation subsidy

Town $249,898,460 4,857,592 $19.44
County $320,250,000 454,461 $1.42
State $319,300,000 2,385,171 $7.47 3,666,537 1,281,366

mil rate against
town valuation town assessment

Town 1,445,519 $5.78 municipal expenses 2,598,152 R
Education 2,957,612 $11.84 other revenue -1,152,633
County 454,461 $1.82 net municipal 1,445,519

total tax commitment 4,857,592 $19.44

other sources of income 1,016,633
total general fund revenue 5,874,225
surplus 136,000
total sources of income 6,010,225

Notes for the preceeding $40M Tank case apply except as noted
R As shown.  Value could be higher or lower during operating period. 



$40 M tank  with across-the-board 25% degradation in Commercial and Residential assessments in zone of concern
as shown in Table 2, page 19

$40,000,000 addition to tax base from tank
-$24,617,910 offset by degraded assessments
$15,382,090 net addition to tax base

$280,000 addition to municipal costs due to tank (police, appraisal and construction monitoring professionals)
(or compliance monitoring and increased emergency preparedness during operations)

mil rate against public school
valuation commitment valuation town allocation subsidy

Town $225,280,550 4,594,627 $20.40
County $295,632,090 419,526 $1.42
State $294,682,090 2,201,275 $7.47 3,666,537 1,465,262

mil rate against
town valuation town assessment

Town 1,445,519 $6.42 municipal expenses 2,598,152
Education 2,729,581 $12.12 other revenue -1,152,633
County 419,526 $1.86 net municipal 1,445,519

total tax commitment 4,594,627 $20.40

other sources of income 1,016,633
total general fund revenue 5,611,260
surplus 136,000
total sources of income 5,747,260



$40 M tank with gradated degradation in Commercial and Residential assessments in zone of concern
as shown in Table 2, page 19

$40,000,000 addition to tax base from tank
-$19,232,017 offset by degraded assessments
$20,767,983 net addition to tax base

$280,000 addition to municipal costs due to tank (police, appraisal and construction monitoring professionals)
(or compliance monitoring and increased emergency preparedness during operations)

mil rate against public school
valuation commitment valuation town allocation subsidy

Town $230,666,443 4,652,158 $20.17
County $301,017,983 427,169 $1.42
State $300,067,983 2,241,508 $7.47 3,666,537 1,425,029

mil rate against
town valuation town assessment

Town 1,445,519 $6.27 municipal expenses 2,598,152
Education 2,779,470 $12.05 other revenue -1,152,633
County 427,169 $1.85 net municipal 1,445,519

total tax commitment 4,652,158 $20.17

other sources of income 1,016,633
total general fund revenue 5,668,791
surplus 136,000
total sources of income 5,804,791



$30 M tank with gradated degradation in Commercial and Residential assessments in zone of concern
as shown in Table 2, page 19

$30,000,000 addition to tax base from tank
-$19,232,017 offset by degraded assessments
$10,767,983 net addition to tax base

$280,000 addition to municipal costs due to tank (police, appraisal and construction monitoring professionals)
(or compliance monitoring and increased emergency preparedness during operations)

mil rate against public school
valuation commitment valuation town allocation subsidy

Town $220,666,443 4,545,339 $20.60
County $291,017,983 412,979 $1.42
State $290,067,983 2,166,808 $7.47 3,666,537 1,499,729

mil rate against
town valuation town assessment

Town 1,445,519 $6.55 municipal expenses 2,598,152
Education 2,686,842 $12.18 other revenue -1,152,633
County 412,979 $1.87 net municipal 1,445,519

total tax commitment 4,545,339 $20.60

other sources of income 1,016,633
total general fund revenue 5,561,972
surplus 136,000
total sources of income 5,697,972



$20 M tank with gradated degradation in Commercial and Residential assessments in zone of concern
as shown in Table 2, page 19

$20,000,000 addition to tax base from tank
-$19,232,017 offset by degraded assessments

$767,983 net addition to tax base
$280,000 addition to municipal costs due to tank (police, appraisal and construction monitoring professionals)

(or compliance monitoring and increased emergency preparedness during operations)
mil rate against public school

valuation commitment valuation town allocation subsidy

Town $210,666,443 4,438,521 $21.07
County $281,017,983 398,788 $1.42
State $280,067,983 2,092,108 $7.47 3,666,537 1,574,429

mil rate against
town valuation town assessment

Town 1,445,519 $6.86 municipal expenses 2,598,152
Education 2,594,214 $12.31 other revenue -1,152,633
County 398,788 $1.89 net municipal 1,445,519

total tax commitment 4,438,521 $21.07

other sources of income 1,016,633
total general fund revenue 5,455,154
surplus 136,000
total sources of income 5,591,154



  

Additional Questions/Document Reviews 
 

In the next several pages,  I am including “leftover” questions that arose while I was reading the 
documents.  If I had more time and better access to ALL the materials that have accumulated about 
this project, doubtless I could find answers to some of these questions.   My hope is that the Planning 
Board will have, or be able to get, answers before it makes a decision. 
 
In addition, I have included some observations and comments which don’t give rise to specific 
questions.  
 

 Page 
Notes and questions from the “redacted” version of the  
Coast Guard Letter of Recommendation 4/9/2012 
 

52 

Miscellaneous Design and operating issues/questions  
from NFPA # 58 
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Notes, questions and comments concerning the  
Corps of Engineers Environmental Assessment 
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Notes and concerns from reading  
DEP’s Department Order 
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Notes and questions from the “redacted” version of the 
Coast Guard Letter of Recommendation (LOR) 4/9/2012 

 
This report clearly points out the regional nature of the project. Under the heading “Environmental 
and Regional Impact”, the report points out that the Corps of Engineers has the permitting authority, 
not the Coast Guard.  
 
This study focused on all safety and security aspects of the waterway within 15.5 miles of the 
proposed terminal location.  Participation was invited from a regional stakeholder group.  There are 
many interesting aspects of this LOR, but I will only list the ones pertaining in some way to activities 
on shore, while the vessel is docked, as these fall under the purview of the Planning Board. 
 

 A specific review document giving guidance for the assessment of proposed LNG facilities is 
deemed applicable to the LPG proposal. 

 
 The ships will be “predominantly” type IIG ships with self supporting independent refrigerated 

cargo tanks surrounded (in modern vessels) with a second layer, the space between being 
filled with an inert gas.  (What is the gas used?) They are outfitted with water spray for fire 
suppression. When it says “predominantly”, what other vessels might be employed, and how 
is this to be controlled?  What flag will they be flying?  None of this will be known until 
shortly before operations commence. 

 
 A transit management plan is recommended, because “the addition of an LPG carrier to the mix 

(of fishing, recreational craft) raises the risks substantially.  It is imperative that LPG carriers 
not encounter other ocean-going vessels.”  The Transit Management Plan would be revised 
as experience is gained.  It would include roles and responsibilities in the event of a “marine 
casualty or transportation security incident”, and would describe physical conditions that 
need to be met for safe transit (e.g. seas no greater than 10 ft at the pilot station, sustained 
winds less than 30 knots during transit and gusts less than 25 knots during docking, 1/4 mile 
visibility, and arrivals during slack water.)  Having only a single LPG vessel in the system 
would be “strictly enforced.”   

 
 Simulation testing is strongly recommended, to be contracted by DCP “well in advance” of any 

LPG vessel arrival.  This is not a requirement however.  Is DCP committed to doing this?  
What will it cost? 

 
 DCP did a “rudimentary” risk-based traffic coordination study but it will need to be re-done 

with more stakeholder input.  At issue are, for example, nighttime transits, whether or not 
empty LPG vessels will have transit restrictions (since they are not really empty), and a 
major concern re. offloading both an LPG carrier and a petroleum tanker at the same time, 
albeit on different berths.  (“If a release were to take place as a result of a high-energy 
allision1 a fire could conceivably erupt on either or both vessels and the cumulative radiation 
effects (thermal flux) of the burning cargoes may prove disastrous to the surrounding, 

                                                
1 allision: maritime law. The running of one vessel against another. It is distinguished from collision 
in this, that the latter means the running of two vessels against each other; this latter term is 
frequently used for allision 
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residential area”.  If such a scenario is viewed as possible, which it apparently is by the Coast 
Guard, then this scenario is clearly within the Planning Board’s purview. 

 
 We read that the “simultaneous, multiuse character of the two piers” coupled with the 

restrictions due to tides and weather and “the actual transit opportunities diminish 
exponentially - a recipe for possible delays and unintended waterway congestion” – or risky 
decisions. 

   
 Also, the report assumes that the structural condition of the pier and mooring arrangements will 

adequately support the intended LPG vessels.  There needs to be a review prior to the arrival 
of any LPG carrier, and I might add, in time to make any necessary strengthening 
modifications. 

 
 Safety and security zones during transit.  There is no federal mandate for a zone:  in Maine the 

Marine Patrol and the USCG are involved, a zone may or may not be established, there are 
public hearings required.  DCP requested a moving safety/security zone of 2000 yards ahead, 
1000 yards astern and abeam, and a fixed zone of 500 yard radius around the unloading berth 
(landside too?), but with no automatic exclusions of other vessels: rather, other vessels would 
be intercepted on a case by case basis.  Not having an automatic exclusion zone seems to me 
unsafe, and only serves to give some comfort to the current users of the piers that their 
operations would not be affected. 

 
 If a casualty occurred resulting in “a breach and release of cargo”, populations en route would 

be affected.  But, we read, “The demographics of the Penobscot Bay port area do not meet 
the NVIC-based criterion specific to high or even medium population densities.”   A 
maritime accident near Rockland would have the highest consequence, followed by Camden 
and Rockport, based solely on the TOWN WIDE AVERAGE population density, not 
considering that the people in Maine coastal towns tend to concentrate within a mile or two 
of the coast, and not considering that the population may rise threefold during the summer. 
For example, the report says Searsport’s population density is 92.5 per sq mi, representing a 
2010 year round population of about 2615.  If we recalculate the population density to allow 
for concentration along Searsport’s shoreline, we might more realistically come up with a 
figure of 75% of 2615 year-round residents spread out along a strip 10 miles long and one 
mile deep.  This would bring the population density up to 196 in this strip.  Even doubling 
that figure for summer visitors, it is still viewed as “low”.  The Coast Guard report obligingly 
states: “This statement is not intended to demean the significance and/or importance of the 
surrounding communities, environment, or the populace living, working or using the 
waterway; rather, it simply concludes that the risk of LPG movement through the waterway 
has been evaluated against pre-determined criteria in order to establish and prioritize levels 
of impact, and as a means of determining risk mitigation strategies”.  In other words, 
someone at a desk somewhere has decided that if a population is less than 1000 persons per 
sq mi, it is considered “low”.  You and I might consider it “civilized.” 

 
 Most new tugs and escort vessels are equipped to fight fires on these ships (meeting “FiFi 1 

standard”) but there is no federal requirement that they do.  The three tugs serving Penobscot 
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Bay ports do not have the FiFi 1 capability; although there is discussion that one might be 
retrofitted to meet this standard if the project goes forward.  Who will pay for this?  Is it in the 
50M project cost?  Sorry but that won’t be taxable by the Town. Again, while the tanker is 
berthed and unloading, there is potential for events with catastrophic results to Searsport, so 
review of tug capabilities is securely within the purview of the Planning Board. 
 
 An analysis of LNG tanker Zones of Concern was deemed relevant to LPG tankers.  There are 

two types of “events” considered: intentional events (e.g. terrorist attacks) and accidental 
events.  In the former case, with a one-meter hole in the vessel accompanied by a pool fire 
and vapor cloud, there would be significant injuries to people and property within 0.3 miles 
(1,584 ft.) of the tanker.   From 0.3 miles to one mile, there would still be potential for 
injuries and property damage, although less.  From one mile to about 2.2 miles, there is still 
damage to be expected from the vapor cloud.  For accidental events, the Zones of Concern 
are smaller: significant injuries to people and property within 273 yards, potential injuries 
and property damage within 765 yards, and vapor cloud damage within 1 mile.  One must 
ask, if the same damage scenarios were applied to the storage tank wouldn’t the zones of 
concern be similar? 

 
 Causes of accidental releases and fires with consequential injuries:  collision, allision, 

propulsion or steering failure, severe weather, mechanical failure, human error, poor 
communications. 

 
 In the “intentional event” category, assuming it occurs at a vessel berthed at Mack Point, the 

report identifies the southeasterly portions of the Sprague and Irving terminals as falling 
within Hazard Zone 1 (significant injuries to people and property).  In Hazard Zone 2 we 
would find the entire Sprague and Irving complex, the GAC chemical plant, the LP storage 
tank itself, as well as a significant number of Searsport streets, US Route 1, and residences 
and businesses. In Hazard Zone 3, we find the majority of Searsport (along Route 1) 
including two schools, as well as some portions of surrounding towns.  “Although not 
classified as “critical infrastructure”, US Route 1 is the region’s major artery and carries over 
90% of all vehicular traffic headed up the Maine coast.  Whenever an LPG carrier is berthed 
at Mack Point, approximately five miles of this road would be contained in Zone 3, and about 
two miles would be in Zone 2.” 

 
  It is worth noting that DCP has resisted providing warning signals for the community, saying 

“any gas leak would be carried away from Searsport during an emergency at the terminal.”  
However, the Coast Guard report strongly disagrees with this notion, correctly identifying 
weather along the Maine coast as “anything but predictable” and noting a federal requirement 
for a “rotating or flashing amber light visible for at least one mile, supplemented with a siren 
that is audible for at least one mile, for the safety of surrounding communities.”  It is not 
clear in the report whether this warning system is to be employed during the entire transit 
time.  
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Miscellaneous Design and operating issues/questions 
From NFPA # 58: 

 
Anyone can read the National Fire Protection Association standards for free online, you just have to 
register here:  http://www.nfpa.org/categoryList.asp?categoryID=279.  
Standard #58 is in the process of routine revision, but a source involved in the revisions tells me that 
Sections 12 (refrigerated containers) and 13 (marine shipping and receiving) will not be revised.   
(I'm also told the word used to be “tank.”  Now it's “container.”) 
 
 “A seismic analysis of the proposed installation shall be made that meets the approval of the 
authority having jurisdiction" (AHJ). Is there such an analysis of the proposed installation (not a 
generic opinion about the seismic characteristics of the area) and has Searsport, as the AHJ, reviewed 
it? 
 
Wind loading assumes "design wind speeds based on a mean occurrence level of 100 years". While I 
am not sure exactly what this means, I think it must be like the "100 year flood."  But we know wind 
speeds are getting higher, so there perhaps should be a greater safety margin for tanks that hope to 
last well into the future, especially on the coast. 
 
The edge of the containment dike must be 100 ft or more from a property line that can be built upon, 
or a public way.  Is it? 
 
When filling the tank, there needs to be a high-liquid alarm, visible and audible to the person 
controlling the filling. 
 
Portable leak detectors and fire safety equipment must be on site while vessel is at dock.  
Specifications for these? 
 
Valves should fail closed upon loss of power, or else "be protected against operational failure due to 
fire exposure of at least 10 minutes." 
 
The berth equipment has to be "electrically isolated from stray currents" and a stray current cable 
connected to the vessel. 
 
Telephone numbers for  "all emergency response organizations, US Coast Guard, emergency medical 
facilities and hospital(s) must be readily available” in both a Standard Operating Procedure manual 
and an Emergency Procedures manual.   
 
While the vessel is at the dock, unauthorized people are prohibited.  And if there’s no vessel at the 
dock? Who will be “authorized” access to the dock?   How will this be controlled? 
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Prior to start of transfer a warning sign is to be posted visible from "shoreline and berth areas" 
reading: 
 
 WARNING 
 DANGEROUS CARGO 
 NO VISITORS 
 NO SMOKING 
 NO OPEN LIGHT 
 
When the transfer is complete, leftover LP (vapor in the line) is to be returned either to the vessel or 
the tank, not the atmosphere. 
 
This is a "bulk plant".  From NFPA # 58:  "Normally, no persons other than the plant management or 
plant employees have access to these facilities."  This argues for fencing around the ENTIRE plant 
including the administration building which, as we heard, may contain control equipment.  Is it going 
to be fenced?  How?  Razor wire? 
 
"It is recognized that no odorant will be completely effective as a warning agent in every 
circumstance".  The recommended one lb. ethyl mercaptan per 10,000 gal LP translates. I think, into 
about one ton of the smelly stuff per full tank.  How is it stored, where on site, in what quantities? 
 How does it get to the plant?  In a truck?  Ethyl mercaptan is flammable. 
 
LP gas trucks are included in other sections of the NFPA standards.  I didn't spend much time with 
this.  Who inspects these trucks in Maine?   How good is that inspection?  Searsport should find out. 
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Notes, questions and comments concerning 
the Corps of Engineers Environmental Assessment 

 
The project description herein contains extremely similar language to DEP’s Department Order.  We 
read here as well that “population densities along the route are relatively smaller than along other 
waterways, and routes do not come close to any large urban area.”  We also read the project 
description as a series of assertion made by the developer, without independent verification.  E.g “he 
has designed the facility to provide for full containment of any breach in tank integrity.”  There is no 
supporting independent calculation of this assertion.  Also, we read “the applicant conducted an 
extensive analysis of alternatives to include... alternative locations on Mack Point.”  There are no 
supporting maps. Much of the document sounds like quotes from the applicant. 
 
In spite of requests and the ability to do so, the Corps did not hold public hearings.  The EA says the 
permit application was received May 2011, a public notice was issued January 2012, and the 
comment period ended Febuary 2011.  (Something here must be a misprint.)  211 letters were 
received in opposition (33 form letters), with 22 requesting public hearings; 135 letters were received 
in support (115 form letters)  Corps decided not to hold public hearings because they felt they had 
enough information without them, “and the issues have been or will be more appropriately addressed 
by other federal agencies or the state or municipal level.”   
 
The Corps disclaims responsibility and jurisdiction for so many parts of the essential review, that one 
is left wondering just what its useful role is.  It’s reasonably clear that the Corps is not an independent 
evaluator of the project.  Examples: 
 

- DCP citations for environmental or safety violations are not within the purview of the Corps.  
  

- Corps claims no jurisdiction over international trade (foreign sources of propane) or oil 
dependence issues.  
 

 - Corps is not the entity charged with reviewing the design, construction or operation of LPG 
facilities.  These roles fall to US EPA. USCG, Maine DEP, Dept' of Homeland Security, local 
building inspectors, and local and state fire and emergency agencies, and the Corps relies on the 
expertise and professionalism of these other governmental entities in considering these matters as part 
of its review. 
 

- Corps defers to DEP to assess visual impact (DEP asserts "proposed project will not have an 
unreasonable adverse effect on the scenic character of the surrounding area.") 
 

- Visual impact study submitted to DEP did not include lighting.  The corps received a 
lighting plan, not clear to me that it meets NFPA #58.  There are lights going up the stairway to the 
top of the tank, facing Station Road.  They will not be lit normally.  Corps says "Lighting will also be 
addressed through the Town of Searsport's review process." 
 

- air quality impacts were blessed by DEP. Corps defers 
 
Corps tries to explain why an EIS is not required:  Under NEPA,. "significance" is measured by the  
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impacts felt at a local scale, as opposed to a regional or nationwide context.  What does this mean? 
  
While at the same time disclaiming jurisdiction over international trade or oil dependence issues, 
Corps accepts developer’s assertion that the "no action alternative"  means "reliable, stable and cost 
competitive supply and diversity of fuel options with the attendant air quality and economic benefits 
described by the applicant would not be realized" and  Maine's existing propane market would remain 
at risk due to a "less than a fully reliable propane supply and distribution."  Who says 6 tankers 
arriving from overseas will suddenly become a fully reliable system? 
 
Corps says applicant considered two smaller tanks, said will increase aquatic resource impacts and 
eliminate all buffers.  Can we see a site plan, please?  Buffers from whom?  Can’t those aquatic 
resource impacts be mitigated or in-lieu-fee’d?  Sears Island is sitting there in a mitigation bank. 
 
Corps asserts that the project has policy support: "Full buildout of Mack Point has been encouraged 
for years in the form of local zoning and planning, efforts by Maine DOT and the Maine Port 
Authority, recommendations from environmental groups, and the recommendations found in the 2007 
Sears Island Consensus Agreement."  In a later section, we read: Further development of Mack Point 
for marine-borne cargo and related infrastructure, such as the proposed terminal, has been a goal of 
the state for many years and has been locally favored over other locations, e.g. Sears Island.  The 
proposed development conforms to local zoning and the local comprehensive plan.”  Then a 
statement "The permit (which permit? NEPA review?) has been "conditioned to further minimize the 
project's short-term, long-term, and cumulative impacts, and there are no unique characteristics that 
will be impacted by the proposed facility."  How exactly has it been thus “conditioned?” 
 
Corps accepts applicant’s (Colgan) economic report whole cloth.  That report touts development of 
Portland, Portsmouth, Dragon Cement, Greater Tampa area as examples of how tourism is not 
negatively affected by industrial development.  However the situations are completely dissimilar as 
anyone sufficiently familiar with those area knows.   
 
Mosman Park is said to be 1/3 mile from the project site.  Is that the case?  If so, it’s within the Coast 
Guard zone of concern 
 
Within a 1 mi radius (? report not clear on this) there are 4 places listed on the national register of 
historic places, and 2 others that have been surveyed, plus 11 potentially eligible.  "The only potential 
impacts found from the proposed project were minor visual impacts to three structures considered by 
the applicant to be potentially eligible for listing.  What were the structures?  What were the visuals? 
.   
DCP "has designed" its facilities to withstand the earthquake events that can occur here.  But, the 
report unclear whether the design has actually been done, or is just a promise to meet standards. 
 
The pipeline is 5100 ft x 50 ft, underground from tank to Sprague fence, then abovegound, 5.7 acres 
total.  I can't find discussions of accidents arising at the pipeline.  950 feet of pipeline will be within 
the 100 year floodplain, 565 feet of this attached to the pier.  Corps says, "Should it be required, the 
applicant will obtain a Flood Hazard Development Permit from the Town of Searsport" 
 
Corps says truck traffic expected to be 50 - 60/day peak season.  Increase of 50 trucks per day is 6%  
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of daily volume of 800 … but since the propane trucks are coming and going whereas the 800 are just 
going through, wouldn't a 12% increase better model the impacts?  No discussion of the fact that each 
of the 50 – 60 trucks will be turning on Route 1, twice – one turn every 12 – 14 minutes, around the 
clock. 
 
Future rail:  600 cars per year: currently 2500 cars per year in and out of Mack point.  What does this 
do to number of ships?  Is rail only a proposed alternative to trucks?  Or is it a way to expand 
operations?  
 
In a section on cumulative significance, the corps report says "to the extent that other actions are 
expected to be related to project as proposed, these actions will provide little measurable cumulative 
impact, certainly not to the level of NEPA significance".  How do we know this unless we know what 
other actions would be “related to the project as proposed?”  Would 12 ships per year qualify?  25? 
 
Navigation:  The current Searsport Federal Navigation Project is being studied for possible 
improvement.  This has been ongoing since 2000 at the request of the DOT - with what results, 
exactly? (Actually, it has been studied off an on for all the intervening years; a report on project 
costs, economic benefits and environmental assessment “is expected in 2012.”  Project includes 
930,000 cu yds dredging to begin in 2014.) 
 
"Much of nearby Sears Island has been conserved by the Maine DOT under an "Umbrella Mitigation 
Banking Instrument."  Oh? So Sears Island is being hauled out when needed to justify “mitigation” of 
some other development?  Also there is a 456 acre conserved parcel (which one?) turned over to the 
Coastal Mountains Land Trust by CMP 
 
"Major leaks of ethyl mercaptan are uncommon in the industry and will be fully addressed in Risk 
Management Plan submitted to the US EPA." 
 
The impacts of an LPG facility of this size and scale are not unknown; there are similar facilities in 
operation across the country.  DCP says there are 12.  Where are they?  Contact people? 
 
The Corps seems impressed by DCP's statements as to their safety commitments but didn’t 
investigate safety record. 
 
An emergency shutdown control system "will be capable of being activated by a single control in 
either of two locations on the ship."  How can this be guaranteed when we don't even know where the 
ships are coming from, or even their length?  Is this control mandatory for all tankers in US waters? 
 
For a BLEVE to occur, the container has to be under pressure, the pressure has to exceed the strength 
of the container, and the container has to be weakened in some way (impact, corrosion, fire).  There 
is a pressurized 90,000 gal tank on site which normally would contain 9000 gal for fueling the 
warmers which pump directly from the big tank to trucks.  It would be used to offload a truck found 
deficient.  "Propane storage tanks up to this size are common at large commercial and industrial sites 
throughout Maine according to US EPA"  Because it's pressurized it is more likely to BLEVE than 
the big tank, but will normally contain a small volume and it has pressure relief valves. 
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Corps acknowledges NFPA #58 and also points out that USEPA Risk Management Program 3 
requirements will apply.  "If the applicant cannot satisfy US EPA's requirements, it will not be able to 
receive shipments of LPG."  Plan has to be approved prior to first delivery of propane.  "The 
administrative record contains a synopsis of EPA’s guidance and representative data from a RMP for 
the applicant's Chesapeake, VA facility.'"  Has the Planning Board reviewed this? (see page 39.) 
 
Searsport Emergency Management Office Director says Searsport has a National Incident 
Management System-compliant Emergency Operations Plan., and Searsport "can respond to any 
conceivable emergency that might occur in Searsport."   
 
The water system upgrade will supposedly be for fire protection also.  Has anyone looked at a worst 
case? Flare could be needed during brownout. 
 
Report keeps emphasizing that the increased tanker traffic will be in the winter, so the tankers won't 
affect recreational use and seasonal residents very much.  However, this is when the storms are the 
worst, with the greatest potential for accidents. 
 
Based on the low pressure cryogenic design, plus stated (but not independently verified) readiness of 
local officials to deal with emergencies, the Corps concludes " there are not expected to be impacts to 
public health or safety from operation of the proposed facility".  People never “expect” accidents or 
incidents that result in impacts to public health or safety.  If they did “expect” such impacts, they 
would have to be pretty coldhearted to build an optional facility that caused them. 
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Notes and concerns from reading DEP’s Department Order 
 
Given the widespread and passionate opposition to this project, I find it inconceivable that the DEP 
“did not receive any requests for Board of Environmental Protection to assume jurisdiction over the 
application, and no requests for a public hearing,” although it does note that it received “numerous 
comments from concerned citizens.”  If there was a bureaucratic time window in which those 
concerned citizens needed to formally request that the Board assume jurisdiction and/or hold public 
hearings, why were these concerned citizens not informed of that fact at the outset?  This is poor 
public policy at best and shows a cavalier disregard of the taxpayers who, after all, pay the salaries of 
the bureaucrats. From the State Energy Plan we learn that: ”The Board of Environmental Protection 
consists of a seven member citizen board appointed by the Governor and is responsible for providing 
a public forum for department decisions.” Clearly a project of this magnitude with this degree of 
regional significance should have AUTOMATICALLY received BEP attention.  I am utterly 
mystified why it did not.  Someone should investigate this. 
 
The maximum propane throughput in a given year is stated to be 200,000MT per year.  Divided by 
33,000 MT per shipload, this results in 6 ships per year.  However, the Order is not specific as to any 
limits on the number of ships, saying only that it “could range from 4 to 8”.  The vessels will be at the 
dock 36-48 hours for offloading.  The Order is silent as to the location of all the buildings and 
equipment, i.e. whether they are in the industrially zoned property or the adjacent commercial zone.  
 
There will be three loading racks fed by 500 gpm electric loading pumps. (Typical trucks range from 
1000 gal  for home delivery size vehicles, to 5,000 - 11,000 gal  for “tanker trucks”. so it would take 
about 10 to 20 minutes to fill a tanker truck.  Given 3 x 500 = 1500 gpm loading simultaneously, it 
would take DCP facility’s projected annual throughput 103,992,000 gallons 69,328 minutes to load 
out - 1155.5 hours, 9,454 tanker trucks if they were all of the largest size.)  In a power outage 
situation, if the backup diesel generators are being used to run the electric loading pumps, will there 
also be sufficient diesel generators to run the compressors?  (Facility design question, I don’t have 
access to the design.) 
 
The Order anticipates a $40M total project cost. 
 
In a discussion of wetlands impacts, we find that TRC in May 2011 looked at the no-build option and 
possibility of using a port in Portland, Eastport, Brewer, Bucksport and Rockland.  Mack Point was 
regarded as superior due to navigation characteristics, including that “the population densities along 
the route are small and ship transit does not come close to a large urban area.”  This is small comfort 
to the small population!  If this were a needed facility, this consideration would be more 
understandable.  However, it is purely an optional facility.  DEP does not in this Order evaluate 
project safety.   
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 Attachment 1 

Mil Rate Excel Spreadsheets on Disc 
(not in every copy) 
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Attachment 2 

Zone maps 
(one copy, available separately, for the Planning Board) 
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